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FOREWORD

Most appropriately for a twentieth anniversary, the 1956 Invitational
Conference on Testing Problems had as its theme "TestingThen and
Now." The speeches and discussions that follow are eloquent testimony
to the great progress that has been made over the past few decades in
such important areas as intelligence, achievement, and personality ap-
praisal. One can hopefully dream that 20 years from now we will be
able to look back to as great a measure of accomplishment as reported
at this meeting.

For the success of the 1956 Conference we are sincerely indebted to
Chairman Irving Lorge. His imagination and energy, coupled with his
sense of humor, did much to make the Conference instructive and
enjoyable. To him and to the speakers I would like to say, sincerely,
"Thank you."

HENRY CHAUNCEY
President



PREFACE

The 1956. Invitational Conference on Testing Problems, sponsored by
Educational Testing Service, was held at the Hotel Roosevelt in New
York City on November 3, 1956. This, the twentieth Conference of the
series. was attended by more than 550 educators, psychologists, and
personnel workers concerned with measurement and evaluation.

The Conference was organized around the theme "TestingThen
and Now" on the assumption that psychometry could afford a retro-
spective look to its origins and a forward look to its future.

The 1890's were the years of beginning: Binet and Simon's work on
the measurement of intelligence. and Joseph Mayer Rice's rejection of
the concept that the elementary curriculum must be accepted as an
invariant "given." Indeed, for the United States, the 1890's saw the
start of the expansion of educational opportunity for all the children
with its inevitable consequent that the educational expectations for
children would depend on the calibre of the child.

Intelligence testing in the United States was accelerated not only by
Terman's Stanford Revision of the Binet Simon Intelligence Scale but
also by the use of Army Examination Alpha during World War I and
its subsequent utilization in civilian testing. Indeed. Jones and Conrad's
generalizations about the curve of intelligence was based on the use of
Army Alpha with adult civilians.

The testing movement expanded rapidly in the 1920's. The objectives
of the curriculum were challenged by the psychometrists and their test
results, as exemplified by Learned and Wood's reconsideration of the
meaning of knowledge as well as the testing of the acquisition of general
education whether obtained formally in school or informally from the
candidate's experiences and transactions with his physical and social
environment. Indeed. the Pennsylvania study indicated the need for

CIoperative Test Service which in due course becalme one of the roots
of Educational Testing Service. The Conference was fortunate in having
Ben D. Wood review the origins of the testing movement in light of his
personal participation with it.

In the area of intelligence testing, Nancy Bayley integrated the re-
search that reassessed the earlier concepts of the nature of intellectual
grow th and decline: Thelma Thnrstone, too. brought new evidence about
the difference in the rates of the addevement of intellectual primes for
the prinnary mental abilities.

For personality appraisal, Gardner Murphy gave a fresh orientation
to the field, and Morris Krugman showed the relation between the
newer concepts of personality and current methods of appraisal.



In achievement testing, Ralph Tyler reviewed the approaches to
curriculum then and now; John Dobbin reported on the newest measure-
ments of achievement in today's schools, and Louis Hacker showed the
need for appraising the ability and achievement of adults who are profit-
ing from the opportunities to obtain a college education after work hours
and after a hiatus in their educational progress.

I wish to express my appreciation to the speakers for their contribu-
tions, to the stimulating extension of ideas by the many able discussants,
and to Educational Testing Service for its educational leadership in the
sponsorship of Educational Conferences, then and now and in the
years to come.

IRVING LORGE
Chairmarz
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A New Look at the
Curve of Intelligence

NANCY BAYLEY

In the past 30 years the accepted form of the age curve of intelligence
has become pretty well stabilized, as the result of a number of studies
in which many people of different ages were tested. Miles (25) set :lie
pattern which follows the course of increasing scores to the early 20's
followed by a consistent but slower decline throughout the adult years.
Subsequent studies have followed this pattern with minor variations.
Notable among them are the studies of Jones and Conrad (19), of
Wechsler (41), and of Foulds and Raven (11).

In recent years repeated tests on the same persons as they grow older
have yielded scores that do not follow this pattern, but indicate that
at least some intellectual abilities may continue to increase slowly to
50 years of age or older. These, among other findings on early develop-
ment, such as the instability of infant scores, are forcing us to reconsider
the whole subject of age changes in intellectual abilities. As a part of
this reconsideration we need to review the methods by which intelligence
can best he tested and evaluated, at different ages and levels of com-
plexity. We must investigate the limitations of current tests and develop
more adequate and discriminating ones.

The Complex Nature of Intellectual Abilities

It is, of course, understood that the "curve of intelligence" is derived
from performances on tests that measure samples of the whole range
and variety of mental abilities. This means that all of the following
discussion presupposes that the tests must be validated and re-validated,
as occasion requires and permits, against useful outside criteria of
intelligent behavior. That is, if we wish to know the nature of intel-
lectual change over time, we must insure that we are using a valid
measure of intelligence. It may be necessary, also, for us to re-evaluate
our criteria of intelligence.

In formulating any adequate theory of the nature of intelligence it
seems to me necessary to take into consideration the fact that the
human organism, in all of its aspects, undergoes continual processes of
change throughout its life span. These changes are more rapid at some
periods of life than at others, and in some processes. than in others. They

11
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involve increments and decrements in size and waxing and waning of
functions. They also involve developmental increases in complexity,
and processes of maturation of both structure and function, followed
eventually by retrogressions, declines and other manifestations of
senescence.

In the field of intelligence these processes are complex and difficult
to work with, and hence have been only partially mapped out. For one
thing, the concept of intelligence is very general, and covers a variety
of intellectual functionings. It is necessary, then, for an adequate ap-
praisal of the course of intelligence from birth to old age, that we con-
sider not only the course of general intelligence, but also age changes
in mental organization, and that we try to identify and independently
to measure the various intellectual functions. When this has been done,
it will become possible to trace the developmental changes in each
function or factor, and to see how each fits in to any general, over-all
curve.

Of course, many investigators have been working on the problem of
analyzing intelligence into its component parts. Early in the history of
intelligence testing efforts were made both to define intelligence and
to construct tests that would sample and score separately its different
aspects. At first the various intellectual faculties to be tested were
selected on an a priori basis. But with experience, and the help of
statistics, we have found ways of isolating and measuring relatively
discrete intellectual functions.

Considerable work has been done on what seems to me the logical
approach to building new test batteries, i.e., through the use of such
methods as factor analysis, cluster analysis, or analysis of variance.
But very few investigators have actually applied the results of such
analyses to construct factorially independent scales. A notable excep-
tion, of course, is the series of Thurstone tests of Primary Mental
Abilities (39). Following from such a start as this, by successive con-
structions, analyses, and additions of test items and test areas, we can
hope to tease apart and thus to identify, measure, and label the different
components of intelligence. Something very like this process has been
reported recently by Guilford (14) who presents an elaborate scheme for
N bat he calls "The Structure of Intellect." Ile reports systematic at-
tempts to detect and to organize into a conceptual frame the various
factors of intellect. With this schema as a basis, new types of function
are hypothesized or identified, and appropriate tests are devised to
measure them. It seems to me that Guilford reports the kind of research
we badly need if we are to differentiate and understand the various
intellectual processes that make up "intelligence." But in his elaborate
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analysis he does not take into consideration the further complications
of age and maturational differences.

However, a number of investigators are interested in this develop-
mental aspect of intelligence, and with the instruments available several
studies have been made on age changes in intellectual ability and in
mental organization (13). Much of this work has been done on tests of
.cross-sectional samples: that is, on tests administered once to persons
of different ages. But there are very pertinent data now available from
a number of longitudinal studies in which the same persons have been
tested repeatedly as they grew older. None of these longitudinal studies
covers the entire age span, but some start as young as one month of
age and others continue through 50 years and even older. By splicing
together some of these data it should be possible to construct longitudinal
age curves of several different intellectual factors.

A Suggested Age-Curre of Intelligence

Any curve of intelligence will be dependent upon the behavioral
components included in the test scores on which it is constructed. The
general curve which I presented last year in an article "On the Growth
of Intelligence" (6), is based on total scores of fairly comprehensive
tests. To the extent that these tests are broadly inclusive and repre-
sentative of "general intelligence," this curve might be thought of as
representing the usual course of age changes in general intellectual

capacity.
Everyone agrees that intelligence grows throughout infancy and

childhood, though with the accumulation of records we have had to
move along (from a start at 13 years), the age at which growth was
assumed to stop. As for the form of the childhood curve, minor differences
from one investigator to another are probably related to differences in
tests and sampling, but there is the further problem of constructing
comparable units of growth. In the tentative curve I constructed, for
the period one month to 25 years, I used the test scores of the Berkeley
Growth Study. It was necessary to splice together the scores from a
number of different tests by converting the scores into standard devi-
ation units based on the mean and S.D. of the 16-year scale scores on
the Wechsler-Bellevue Test.

This part of the curve shows rapid acceleration in the first year and
again a moderate acceleration between 8 and 10 years. After about 10
years the rate slows down so that by 23 the increment is very gradual.
Freeman and Flory's (12) curve, although based on units derived in a
different way, is similar to the Berkeley Growth Study curve for the
ages it covers, 8 to 17 years. According to the V.A.C.O. curve, there is
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accelerated growth between about 10 and 12 years. This is later than
the Berkeley Growth Study period of rapid growth. However, different
tests were used, and when the subtests of the V. A.C.O. are considered,
each has a different course of growth with different ages of greatest
increment.'

By fitting on to the Berkeley Growth Study curve, the curves of
either Owens* Iowa data, or of the scores made on the Concept Mastery
test by the spouses of Terman's Gifted subjects, it was possible to con-
struct a 50-year curve from just two longitudinal samples. Rather than
choose between theta. I put both adult studies onto the curve. Each
(ale contributes something that he other lacks. The Alpha test probably
samples a w ider variety of abilities, but the Concept Mastery test offers
more isissibility of expansion into higher scores. Also, the Terman study
subjects covered a sufficiently wide range of ages tested that it was
possible to plot approximate scores by age at 5-year intervals from 20
to 50 years. Thus from the Terman material it appears that a relatively
greater proportion this adult growth occurs between 20 and 25 years.
with the subsequent increments relatively smaller, and constant.

Of course, this cur can be viewed only as a tentative one based on
limited tests and limited samples. In constructing more adequate curves
we need to take into account many things. For example. different mental
functions appear to have different rates of growth with different ages
at maximal contribution to the total. In order to spell this out we need
to have buth more clearly defined and more adequately measured sub-
tests or "factors.-

Changing Components of the Curse

It seems to me probable that in the early part of the curve the in-
dependent factors tend to occur successively, with simultaneously de-
veloping and operating factors appearing only after some complexity of
intellectual functioning In's been achieved. For example. in the Berkeley
I ;row th Study both the early age trends in standard deviations. and the
patterns of correlations for consistency of scores, indicate age changes
in the nature of abilities. These changes are also shown by Ilofstaetter's
111 factor analysis of my table of correlations for consistency of scores

from birth through 18 years (2). He obtained 3 distinct factors that
operate successively. The first, which he named Sensory-Motor Alert-

is predominant for the first two years, with a very high loading at
naattlis 7 through 12. The second factor, "Persistence** is high from

It is int.-resting' to note that the claldtam al period of rev elerati.in in tooth of the...
.tidies coignes hr/..re the adolescent spurt Uf ph)siesi la,(sth in IMeys. For the Berkeley
.itoily it occurs in both wars at the same age and is over redone physical acceleration.tarts

13
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2 to 4 years. while the third, "Manipulating Symbols" accounts for
most of the variance after 4 years The three factors are about espial
in weight at two years.

This use of the total scores gives evidence for some age - specific factors
and I. en indicates the beginnings of concurrent factors that operate
over longer segments of growth. The total scores are made up from a
variety of behaviors which could represent several different factors.
Support fur only general factors in infancy is lent by the study of
Itichards and Nelson (31) who factored the Gesell Scale scores for 80
infants at 6, 12 and 18 months. In this scale they included gross motor
co miinations that are left out of the California First-year Mental Scale.
The fact that they obtained just two factors, "Alertness" and "Motor
1bility" would make it appear that I had already separated the fac-
torially independent functions in the first year by putting the gross
motor coordinations into 1 Scale of Motor Ability. Therefore, the
-Sensory Motor Alertness" factor of Ilofstaetter and the "Alertness"
factor 1)1 Richards and Nels4m appear to be practically identical. This
in for may very well represent the lion's share of "intelligence" for the
first 9 months. After this llofstaetter's factors 11 and Ill appear to be
operating concurrently for a while.

I shall not attempt to cover the work on factor analysis of intelligence
tests. There are others here H. more able to do this. But it may be of
interest to consider a few isolated bits from longitudinal studies that
it seems to one contribute to our understanding of this general problem.

Freeman and Fiory's (12) longitudinal data show different slopes of
increment for their four subtexts and evidence for different ages at
highest ability. Relative to the means and S.D.'s of the 17-year scores
the Analogies wore has shown most change during the 9 -year
interval. 8 to 17 years. with Opposites scores gaining second. The
slopes of these curves indicate that they have approached close to their
mature status. The slower- gaining Vocabulary and Completion tests
appear to be still gaining at 17 years (4).

Some data based on retest scores on the Wechsler-Bellevue for my
small Berkeley. Grow th Study sample may be relevant in this same
coomslion. This test was given at four ages (16, 18. 21 and 25 years),
the number for the first three testings ranging from 33 to 45. So far, 24
have been given the test at 23 years. For the full scale and for the Verbal
and Performance halves. there is no indication that these young adults
have reached their intellectual ceiling. But for this group. the subt "sts
of the Weclisler-BelP,';v-hc .trio unequal both in difficulty and in the slot
of their age curve-. 11. Farlu appears to be following a different course
of change with age .1 friese ditNrences show up most clearly when constant

1.1
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subsamples are selcted, so that the same cases are included at all ages
used in the growth curves.

Other subsamples. selected to be homogeneous in certain respects,
show interesting differences in scores and growth rates. For example,
in a division by sexes boys and girls do about equally well on the Full
Scale but the boys are better on the Verbal, and the girls on the Per-
formance Scale.

The group was divided into higher and lower intelligence halves on
the basis of their average scores at 16, 17 and 18 years. The highly
intelligent group was found to do equally well on the Verbal and Per-
formance parts of the test. The lower-scoring less "intelligent" half.
however, does much less well on the Verbal than on the Performance
Si ale. Roth highs and lows exhibit increasing scores bor.! with some
indication that the high group is approaching a ceiling. This ceiling is
at least in part due to a lack of top in the Wechsler-Bellevue scale.

If we consider the II subtests separately, for constant sub-samples,
the greater differences between the higher and the lower intelligence
groups occur in the 6 verbal tests. Among the 5 Performance tests the
twogroupsdiffer most in Picture Arrangement and Block Design (tests
that require organization of spatial relations) and least in Pic( 'ire Com-
pletion and Digit substitution pests that require recognition
of patterns). Those subtests in which the highs do not show continued
increase in scores are tests in which they have already reached the
upper limits of the scale. The lows show continued growth in most
subtests but appear to have readied their top capacities in the 'Vocabu-
lary and Block Design subtests, and possibly Picture Arrangement. We
may have here sonic indications of differential growth according to
level of ability.

These comparisons are on a very small sample, and on a test that
is not completely ialequate fur such purposes. The data therefore are
only suggestive. but they do seem to indicate some probable differences
in ability-tied growth rates for different intellectual functions. However,
credence may be lent to these differences by the fact that they are in
general congruent 1% ith liaise found by IL E. Jones for the Adolescent
;r4nvtli Study for a similar age range on the subtests of the Termini

Group test (18).
To carry the picture beyond 25 years we may turn to the considera-

tion of age changes in both cross-sectional and longitudinal studies.
The cross - sectional studies tend to agree in the finding that some

abilities, such as information and word knowledge, are maintained with
little or no hiss to an advanced age, while other abilities such as arith-
metic. analogies, and organization of spatial relations, decline with age

15
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(after 20 or 30) at varying rates (17). Those functions that drop off most
rapidly in the older subjects appear to differ with the tests used. and
to some extent with the populations studied. The more recent the
studies and the more complete the population sample included, the less
de, scores drop with advancing age. Other differences in age trends are
often found to be related to general intellectual level of the subjects and
to the amount of their education.

In the longitudinal studies. however, there is an invariable finding
that the scores in at least some subtests are higher on the second testing.
The earlier of these reports, such as the studies of Freeman and Flory
(12), and of U. L. Thorndike (38), were usually on tests of young adults,
mostly college students in their late teens and early twenties. But more
recently repeat test scores have beer' secured on adults at later ages.
These aim, show increased scores carnal at the later testing after the
subjects have gr.Ati older, with 12 to 30 years elapsed time between
tests. I should like here to summarize some of these studies.

Owens (27) repeated the Army Alpha test on fifty-year old men who
had taken this same test thirty-one years before as college freshmen, and
found an increase in tested ability at the later age, with greatest increase
in the Information test, and least in Arithmetic. Bayley and Oden (7)
found increases on repeat tests after a I2-year interval. for gifted adults
on Termini's difficult Concept Mastery test (33). Mien these scores are
expressed in Standard Deviation units for each suhtest at its initial
administration, there was twice as much increase in the Synonym-
Antonym (or 1%ord-knowledge) half as in the Analogies (or abstract.
relationships) half of the test. The increases occur in all age groups
teshyd (20 to 0 years). though they are least in the Analogies test for
the older ages. Nisbet (26) reports repeat tests after a lapse of about
23 years, on 1.31 teachers in Aberdeen. Scotland. who were first tested
as pfist-graduate students when Anna 22 years ()Id. On a timed verbal
group test (Simplex Group Intelligence Seale) improvement occurred
on all 14 subtests: the increase was significant in all but one. Greatest
increases, expressed in S.D. of the first testing. were in Substitution.
.71 cr. Vocabulary. .67 a, and Number Series. .65 a; they were least in
Digit Memory. lb a. Verbal Rearrangement. .21 a. and Analogies.
.26 a. II. E. Jones (18) has report tsl increased Term:' ;map Test scores
between the 16' year tests and retests at 33 years for 83 cases of the
Berkeley Adolescent Growth Study. Ile found smaller gains in the
lowest-scoring quartile of his population and in those subtests involving
problem-solving. The greatest 1,mins were in Vewabulary.

Thus. the studies cited. both the cross-sectional and the longitudinal.
show similar age trends in changing organization. At the older ages the

1O
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subjects do relatively better in tests of information and word knowledge
and less well in tests of reasoning and seeing relationships.

Eraluating Inlelleclual Changes in Adults

The difference between the two methocls of study is found in com-
parisons of the actual scores. In the longitudinal studies the subjects
nearly always do better at the later testing, when they are older, on
most of the subtests, as well as on total scores. Although the longitudinal
studies were made on different populations and using different tests,
they agree in finding that different intellectual functions show varying
amounts of increase, ranging from no change to as much as a standard
deviation between test and retest. In no instance do these studies show
the precipitous decline in scores after the age 25 to 30 that occurs in
most cross- sectional studies of age differences.

Let us consider some of the things that could account for this difference.
(a) When subjects of different ages are tested at one time, there is

the problem of selecting comparable samples. Apparent changes in
relative scores could be artefacts of differential sample selection for
subjects of different ages. In the older age groups there may be selective
elimination of certain segments of the population, through deaths or
through lack of cooperation. It is true that when a complete population
is tested. e.g.. a whole Vermont. community (19) or an entire prison
population (9). the curve of intelligence scores shows less decline with
age. We might conclude that when willingness to be tested is a selective
factor the brighter older persons are less cooperative about taking tests
or else more adept at finding excuses. In any event, when the same
persons are retested at successive ages, whatever the selective factors
in sampling. we do have a constant sample.

(b) But with a constant sample there is the ever-present problem in
psychological testing. the inescapahle fact that a test is never the same
for a person the second time he takes it. When comparing retests it is
necessary to take into account. possible practice effects and generally
increase,1 familiarity with the testing procedures. However, in many
studies practice effects are of little import. When the elapsed time
between tests has been as much as 12 to 30 years (as in the Owens, the
Nisbet.. and the Bayley and Oden studies). it seems obvious that there
can be very little. if any. direct memory of problems and their solutions
from the first to the second test. Also, when alternate test forms are
used there may be very little increase after short intervals. I have. for
example. some data on practice effects of the Concept Mastery test.
There was practically no carry-over from one form to the other after
an interval of only 1 or 2 weeks for the sample of 148 on which the 2

17
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forms of the scale were equated. The difference was less than two points
or about 1/1.5 of the S.D. of scores.

(c) Another important difference between the longitudinal and cross-
sectional data is the temporal one. Perhaps ibis has not been given enough
weight. In cross-sectional studies all are given at the same time,
while in longitudinal studies not only do Ow sAtne subjects grow older
before their retests, but with the lapse of time they have all experienced
the same general changes in the environment, and have been responding
to similar changes in such things as world events and means of com-
munication.

it is relevant here to point out that the scores earned on the Concept
Mastery test by Termini's Gifted Study subjects who were tested only
once increased just as much in the 12-year interval, 1939-40 to 1950-52,
as did the scores of the twice-tested subjects. One hundred-twenty-nine
of the men who missed the first administration of the test but took it
in 1950-52 carried scores averaging half an S.D. above the mean for the
men tested in 1939. A similar increase over the 1939 means was found
for 98 Gifted Study women who were first tested in 1950-52. For each
testing date the WPM'S of the once-tested and twice-tested groups arc
very simile:. Thus, there appears to have been no selective factor
difTerentiating the groups: whether or not a subject was tested in 1939
andior 1951 was pretty much a matter of his geographical availability.
Furthermore, for these bright people the average scores earned at the
later date anal odder age were evidently not dependent on the experience
of having taken the Concept Mastery test at the earlier date. In general,
then, it seems to Mt that we Sbuld consider very seriously the pos-
sibility that at least some kinds of intelligence may very well continue
to improve slowly from 21) to 50 years or older.

Enrironmental Determiners in InfellertunIGrowth

So far 1 have touched only briefly on the whole array of potential
influences on iffieller tual growth that we may classify as environmental.
This is a very general term, including both emotional climate and
opportunities for intellectual stimulation and for practice in intellectual
activities such as reasoning and problem solving. No organism develops
in comphle absence of stimulation, and up 10 a certain stage in infancy
the minimal requirements for life furnish adequate stimuli to afford
normal development. Ordinarily the human infant's environment is
turreh richer than these minimal conditions. The infant responds to
those parts of his environment that are relevant for his degree of ma-
turity (neural, sensory-mo11.r. perceptual and organizational). Also, as
he grows the actively I, althy child will interact with his surroundings,
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seeking stimulation to the extent of his capacities to utilize and cope
with it. Those who are inherently gifted may well be the ones who con-
tinue to seek out and to find challenging intellectual problems and
experiences in any normal life situation. However, there are probably
here also inherent individual differences in this kind of active intellectual
curiosity. Granting this, we may further explore the possibility that
extreme environmental deprivation, or depressing emotional climate
could restrict the growth of even the most intellectually alert, while
optimal intellectual stimulation and emotional climate could enhance
the development even of those with little inherent drive or capacity.

If we assume the relevance of these variables to the growth of in-
telligence, then we need to study the conditions of their effects on the
eourse of mental development. We should inquire what kinds of emo-
tional climate are optimal at what ages, what effects the attitudes of
responsible adults such as parents and teachers have on intelligence,
and whether certain attitudes are more important at some ages than
at others. We should inquire further: What kinds of intellectual stimu-
lation. or -environmental enrichment" are optimal for infants, pre-
schoolers. children, adults? Is deprivation at certain stages crucial in
determining whether development will be normal? That is, are there
environmental "critical stages" for mental growth analogous to those
emboologial stages at which trauma can result in such deformities
as cleft palate, ovarian agenesis, or possibly Mongolism and other

mditions ,:soeiated with feeb/emindedness?
\V.. 'inv.: now some relevant information, offering tentative answers

to some of these questions, but so far most of the information is based
on casual observations or on studies that have not been sufficiently
%%ell designed and controlled to give us definitive answers.

A number of reports (8. 3) suggest the retarding effect on infants of
life in institutions which offer little in either normal parental care or
mental stimulation. Rut we do not yet know either the amount or
generality of this effect, or on t he other hand, what are the crucial aspects
in regard to type of care, the nature of deprivation, or the ages at which
the child experiences them. The fact that institutions do not invariably
depress intelligence is brought out by Rheingold (29) who studied the
effects of a significant caretaking mother-figure on 6-month old institu-
tional babies. The six babies she cared for 40 hours a week for 8 weeks,
compared %% ill' 6 control babies, showed no significant differences in IQ

at the end of care.
There are studies that show significantly low IQ's for children in

backward rural communities (33, 12). The studies of racial differences
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in intelligence are plagued with the problems of environmental im-
poverishment in certain racial groups.

The many comparisons that show a correlation between socio-
economic factors and IQ have made clear the fact of the relationship,
but give little information about the specific ways in which such factors
might effect mental growth.

Studies of the relation between intelligence scores and such person-
ality factors as emotional tone, effort, and persistence, usually show a
moderate positive correlation in young children. But so far we have
little information on the effect of long-term emotional influences on
the growth curve of intelligence. However, we do have reports of the
differential effects of praise and blame on learning, and the depressive
effect of anxiety on achievement in school (28). Ability to learn is often
classed as one form of intelligence.

In the Berkeley Growth Study (5) as well as in other studies, such
things as the children's emotional tone and generally optimal conditions
for testing yield r's with IQ that are in the neighborhood of about .30
(24. 16, 43). However, when we considered individual children, and for
each child correlated his "Optimal" and "Attitude" scores with his
intelligence ratings for series of 10 to 15 ages we found a wide spread
of r's from +.77 to .46, with a mean of +.20. Evidently the children
differed in the effect of current emotional state on performance, and
1`,-,r some children other factors (presumably maturational and heredi-
tary) were of predominant importance for mental growth (5).

As for the long-term effects of emotional climate, Schaefer, Bell and I
are now in the process of getting sonic tentative information from the
Berkeley Growth Study (32). Personality characteristics of the mothers,
relevant to their behavior toward these children, have been rated. The
ratings were made on a scale designed for use with descriptive protocols
of the mothers. mode at the times they came with their children for the
tests when the children were between 1 month and 3 years of age. Some
of the behavior traits were found to be relatively stable over a 10-year
period that could be compared. The most stable of the maternal traits
are: cooperativeness, use of ;mar to control the child, irritability, ten-
dencies to ignore the child, to reject the homemaking role, to evaluate
the child positively, to express affection toward the child, to treat him
as an equal, and to be strict with him. The 32 traits could be clustered
into two main variables, which we have labeled by the "good" end of
the scale, (a) Positive Attitudes, and (b) Autonomy of the Chid. The
few correlations we have computed with intelligence indicate that there
are relations with these maternal variables, but that the nature of the
relationship changes with the age of the child. If these preliminary
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findings should hold up, it would appear that during the first year of
life higher scores tend to be earned by babies whose mothers are in-
trusive, dominating and punitive, while by the time they reach school
age the reverse is true and the high-scorers' mothers are characterized
as cooperative, evaluating their children positively, expressing affection
toward them, and allowing them autonomy as individuals.

This analysis is still so incomplete that I hesitate to mention it. But
there are other studies that corroborate it in a general way, though they
are not directly comparable in methods or in the variables used. For
example, Macfarlane, Allen and Ilonzik (24) report correlations between
children's mental test scores and the number of their problems (as
reported by the mothes). At 21 months and 3 years the r's with IQ
tend to be positive, but from 4 through 14, the r's are negative (around
--.30), indicating a tendency after 3 years for high IQ to go with fewer
problems. There are no direct correlations reported here between the
IQ's and parental attitudes. However, in another paper (16) the same
authors report individual cases whose IQ's appear to be related to
parental behaviors. Wittenborn (43). working on data from the Yale
Clinic of Child Developicemt, reports some r's between 5-year Billet IQ
and certain characteristics of adoptive parents. These r's also vary
around .30. with the adoptive parents' Ambition, Education- Occupation.
and Age-Duration of marriage. These variables probably reflect some
enduring attitudes and expectations of the parents.

If we were to develop an environmental criterion of conditions foster-
ing high intelligence. it might 1w composed of scores on some of the
following variables: 1. Characteristics of the parents (or responsible
adults) in respect to: (a) Vaderstandiug of the child's capacities awl
readiness for tasks of given difficulties, (b) willingness to grant the
-bibd autonomy relative to his capacities, (c) ability to offer st''Inlating
experiences without overly strong pressures to high achievement, (d)
warm °Gil ionate acceptance of child as an individual in his own right.

Environmental opportunities geared to the child's stage of develop-
ment. These last will include good teaching and varieties of experience.
perhaps through the media of such things as radio and television. a;
well as travel. and discussions of ideas.

Wechsler it0) has recently discussed the possible causes of the dif-
ferences between the 1939 and 1955 age-curves of intelligence as meas-
ured by the two forms of his scale. The 1955 curve is at most ages higher
than the earlier one, and scores do not start to drop until after 30 years.
In addition to the usual reasons (sampling, educational level and test-
wiseness) for this generally increased performance, he offers a fourth
of a very different kind. To quote (ruin his abstract: "Finally, one may
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posit that the improved performance of the American adult on tests of
intelligence could be due in part to the improving general health and
virility of the population during the last two decades. Advances in
medical and social hygiene have seemingly not only served to increase
life expectancy but extended the period of intellectual as well as physical

vigor into later maturity."
Vie find some support for this suggestion of Wechsler's from studies

of children's nutritional status. Many studies report low positive is
with IQ of such variables as size, health and physical maturity (10, 20.

36». It is, therefore, quite possible that generally improved health and
living conditions in recent years arc reflected, not only in generally
greater physical size, but also in greater and more prolonged mental
v igor.

I should like to suggest to Wechsler that he go a step further, and if
his hypothesis is true, then possibly his curve falls off after 30 because,
in Iris cross-section sample. Iris older subjects have not had the advantage
of growing up in this generally more healthful world.

Another step beyond this is to suggest that not only is the physical
eNvironmnt improved in the last two decades but also the psychological
environment, Perhaps in addition to more years of schooling for more
pople we have actually progressed in our educational effectiveness.
gi:ide for grade. Also, it seems rather obvious that the general environ-
laent in which children are now growing up is richer: there is more
know ledge available and better communication of it; travel is easier,
and more children can, with less trouble, have varied experiences.
Possibly also our knowledge of child training and mental hygiene are
influencing parental practices in a healthful way.

If these things are true in any significant degree, and if progress in
mental and physical health continues, it may become necessary re-
peatedly to construct new norms for intelligence every decade or so.
Furthermore. in considering age changes in older people, we may need

to evaluate their scores according to norms standardized at appropriate
calendar years, rather than for age only.
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mplications for Test Construction

THELMA G. THURSTONE

Studies of the growth of human intelligence are of interest and
importance for two fields. The first of these is the general theoretical
psychological problem of how intelligence develops throughout the
entire life span, and the second concerns the implications a the scientific
findings for application in all of the fields in which intelligence tests are
used. It is the purpose of this paper to report the findings of several
studies on the growth of the separate mental abilities and to try to
make some suggestions for their application in test construction.

Dr. Nancy Bayley's paper in the American Psychologisl for 1955
presented an excellent summary of the findings of a large number of
studies of the growth of intelligence. Most of the studies were done at
Berkeley and represent work with individual testing of people of all
ages. Dr. Bayley's paper which was just referred to, contains a note of
dissatisfaction. This is not surprising because she set herself an extremely
difficult task to study intelligence from birth or even conception through
senescence. Though the data on which some of the conclusions are based
were not satisfactory to the author, I think that we must all admire the
extension of her thinking beyond the actual data. It is from this kind
of thinking that we shall discover new ways of attacking the problem
of the growth of intelligence in the age ranges where it has been most
difficult to study, that is, the earliest years of life and the last years
of life.

In this paper I shall restrict my comments to a much narrower age
range and perhaps a narrower subject. Specifically, I shall refer to the
measurement of primary mental abilities or factors of intelligence. So
far the studies in this field have been concerned with children of school
age and early adult life and have been based almost entirely on group
tests. This does not mean that we have not been interested in the
problem of measuring intelligence at the early ages and the later ages
but simply that we have not had suitable tests for the youngest years
nor tests nor time for the later years. Perhaps there is some justification
other than the ease in approaching the problem for having confined our
studies to the school age range. It is in the schools and in the military
service and employment where we find the greatest application of the
results of test construction.

A first area of study in which the results of studies of intelligence at
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various age levels have some implication for test construction is in the
results of the factor analysis studies at these different ages. Factor
analyses have been made of the results of administering large batteries
of tests to large numbers of children from kindergarten age through
early maturity. In these attempts we have worked our way down
beginning with the college age group, later working with high school
children, then with eighth grade children, and somewhat later with
kindergarten and first grade children. One of the most interesting
results of all of those studies was that similar factor patterns of abilities
emerged in all of the studies. This finding has allowed a type of study
of rates of mental growth which was riot possible when we were dealing
with a composite or average score such as mental age or IQ, which were
involved in earlier studies of patterns of mental growth.

A related question concerns the pattern of abilities to be found among
people of varying ability levels when age is constant. The study made
by Bechtold at the Psychometric Laboratory at the University of
Chicago showed similar patterns of mental organization for groups of
children varying widely in intelligence but who were all at the fourteen
year age level.

This invariance in the factor pattern of abilities has very definite
implications for the construction of intelligence tests and their use.
It implies that we should be able to construct tests of the same abilities
at the successive age levels in which we are interested. Certain limita-
t ions in the kind of group tests which can be administered to very young
children who cannot yet read or write prevent a complete application
of this principle. To be more specific, the word fluency factor was
clearly present, among kindergarten and first grade children, but the
use of group tests of this ability at a very early age level has not been ac-
complished yet. We have so far found no way to measure this ability
except by giving the child a chance to write or to say words as fast as
he can. In the first case the young child cannot write fast enough to
give us an indiration of his fluency, and in the second case we are
turned back to the use of individual tests. Both for theoretical studies
of the growth of intelligence and the development, of further testing
metlaxls these individual tests have been used, but for any sort of
practical use in the school the individual testing techniques have riot
yet received attention.

A second area of research for the primary mental abilities involves a
longer range predictive study of tests than is ordinarily made. The
study which will be mentioned here will be reported fully in a Psycho-
metric. Laboratory Report in the near future. It is concerned with the
correlations between the primary mental abilities scores of elementary
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school children and their success in the school subjects of reading,
spelling. and arithmetic. These achievement variables were selected
because they were the ones which were available in the school records.
The study was carried out partly because of a need to make a recom-
mendation about the frequency at which testing needs to be done in
the school situation and partly to decide how many levels of group tests
need to be prepared for an adequate guidance program in the elemen-
tary. schools.

The data for this study were obtained from about seven hundred
children in seven elementary schools in Chicago in the spring of 1932.
At that time the primary mental abilities tests for first grade children
had been a standard part of the elementary school guidance program
since the fall of 1916. This meant that the children who had entered
first grade in 1916 were now in the sixth grade. The primary mental
abilities test for the intermediate grades had been given in the fourth
grade since the fall of 1919. This means that those fourth grade children
who had taken the test in the fall of 1919 were in sixth grade. All of the
children whose records were studied had taken the primary mental abili-
ties tests in first grade and in fourth grade and were now in the sixth grade.
!leading scores for all of these children were available for grades two
through six. Spelling and arithmetic scores were somewhat harder to
obtain, but spelling scores were available for some children in grades
four. live. and six while arithmetic scores were available for most of
the children from grades two through six. It is not the usual practice
to administer achievement tests in the elementary schools every year
but fur the purpose of this study, certain schools where that was the
practice were selected. Thus we were able to study the correlation
between total scores on the intelligence tests and scores in the separate
abilities for five difTerent time intervals. We had anticipated that the
correlations would drop markedly with a lapse in time; that for example.
the correlation between the first grade intelligence test score and reading
in the second grade would be much higher than for the correlation
between intelligence test scores in the first grade and reading scores of
the same children in the sixth grade. It was a very surprising finding
that there was on the average no loss in predictive value of the test
scores but that actually there seemed to be a slight rise. The correlation
between total test scores in the first grade and reading in the second
grade was .12; the corrlatiwu between total scores and reading for the
scone intelligence test taken iin the first grade and reading scores in the

1th grade was .51; to talon another example. the coefficient of cor-
relation between score in the quantitative part of the first grade in-
telligenc test and sroiai grade arithmetic scores was .31, while the
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correlation between these same test scores and arithmetic test scores

made in the sixth grade was .51.
For the intelligence test which was given at the fourth grade level

when the children were nine years old. we have three years of achieve-

ment test scores with which to compare them. The correlation between
total score :u the intelligence test taken in the fourth grade and the
reading test taken within two weeks of the same time was .56; while
the correlation between these test t:cores and a reading test taken two
years later when the children were in sixth grade was .61. For arithmetic
tests and intelligence test scores the correlations rose froni 59 to 67. To
take a single one of the primary mental abilities' scores, the correlation
between the V, verbal comprehension, score at the fourth grade level
and reading, the correlation was .71. Two years later the correlation
between these intelligence test scores and sixth grade reading scores was

.78. For spelling the shift was from 61 to 71 and for arithmetic from
51 to 60. The interpretation of this consistent although slight rise in

the correlations between the t, score and achievement scores over a

period of time is difficult. The conclusion that intelligence is a wore
important factor in later school achievement than in early school
achievement is suggested, but we cannot make a definite commitment

or this point. However, it does seem perfectly dear that there is a con-
tiimity in the intelligence functions tested and that the early measures

are significant for a longer period of time than we would have antiei-
paten!. The results give us justification for believing that guidance of
elementary school children on the basis of tests is a continuous affair,

that tests can be useful throughout a wider time range than they once
were considered to be. For test construction the implication is definitely

suggested that it is worthwhile to try to construct the tests for the
various age ranges which ha%e overlapping abilities. The tests for some

age groups may contain tests which are not present in others, but an
adequate guidance program seems to be impossible unless some of the

same tests occur continuously throughout the age range.
A third area of investigation, %%hid throws some light on the problem

under discussion is a study of differential rates of growth of several of

the primary mental abilities. We were fortunate to have data for
thousands of children covering an age range from five to nineteen.
Data were not available for all children on all of the abilities, but the
data were so extensive that we were able to plot growth curves an an

absolute scale for sve); of the primary mental abilities. These have all
been described elsewhere and will be only mentioned here. They are
perceptual speed, spare, reasoning, number ability, memory. verbal
comprehension, and word fluency. The first report on this study was
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made in the spring of 1934 and later published in Science by L. L.
Tlairstone. The seven curves plotted on the same chart show very clearly
a difference in the rate of maturation of the separate abilities. We know,
Of course, that all of the abilities start from zero ability at approximately
the same age. If we take 80% of adult performance as a criterion, we
find that the perceptual speed factor reaches this criterion at the age of
twelve years. maturing rather early as compared with the other abilities.
The reasoning factor and the space factor obtained about the sari:
level of performance at th nge of fourteen years. Rote memory and
:lumber ability reached the same level at about sixteen years. The
verbal comprehension factor develops considerably more slowly and
does not reach this criterion until the age of eighteen. The word fluency
factor matures even more slowly and has not reached this criterion at
age twenty. Remembering the criterion chosen, 80% of the adult
level, it is clear that considerable growth takes place in all of the fuc-
tions after the year levels mentioned here.

A number of implications for test construction can be read from these
results. The first of these is that we should be able to construct tests of
the several abilities at all of the age levels with which we are concerned
in the age range of school children and early adult life. Certainly it. is
not difficult to look forward to the construction of tests of these same
abilities at th. more advanced age levels. So far as our growth curves
have been determined, we have not yet found any indication of the age
at which the downward trend or decrement in any of the abilities may
start. We know that it is there, but it seems that for the present we must
think of it as a question for experimental determination. At the other
end of the age range. the very earliest years, we shall have to look
forward to the development of other techniques in measuring the primary
mental abilities in order to extend the growth curve downward ex-
perimentally. It is going to require considerable ingenuity in observa-
Iion the behavior of young children glad in tea construction to invent
the kinds of test items which will lw appropriate for measuring the
primary mental abilities at the earliest age levels. It, is the conviction
of this writer that such an attempt may not be so far away.

So far we have disens.sed the implication of three experimen-
tal studies for the construction of intelligence tests. Certain general
implications should be discussed now. It. seems that although we feel
that we have made progress in the measurement Of intelligence by
analyzing intelligence into a mnber of components and constructing
tests to measure these separately, we should l(di upon our present tests
as in need of considerable refinement. A few definite examples may be
mentioned. In the earliest factor study an ability which we called per-
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ceptual speed was clearly identified. Later experiments with numerous
tests which seemed to be related to this ability somewhat weakened
our satisfaction and we found it necessary to make a very detailed study
of the perceptual abilities, issuing in a monograph devoted entirely to
that subject. The field of memory is another one which seems to be due
for the Sallie kind of revision. Although we seem to be justified in speak-
ing of some people as having a good memory and others as having a
poor memory, it seems that we must go much farther and define the
kind of memory we are talking about in each instance. A very detailed
factor study of memory abilities using about thirty tests with a large
group of high school children has been carried out. The data have been
recently reanalyzed, and publication will follow this later work. It
seems now that we must regard memory as a complex of several abilities,
though for practical testing purposes we may restrict our tests to a
rather limited number.

The ability to think in visual terms slay,' we have called space
thinking has been broken down into at least three space factors. These
have been investigated intensely by Mr. Thomas Jeffrey of the Psycho-
metric Laboratory and the results are being submitted to the University
of Chicago in a Ph.D. dissertation. Quite recently, we have had scone
interest to question the relation of various attributes of space test
material to the ability of subjects to handle such material well. We are
wondering whether the amount of rotation in the figures is a factor
which may even be related to success at different ages, whether good
balance in the tigures may be important, and whether a number of other
qualities of the test influence the validity of tests at the various age
levels. It seems that the time is already here when we need to go into
refinement or polishing of some of our present test techniques.

Perhaps the most important implication of such studies as I have been
discussing lies in the direction of recognizing the need for the construc-
tion of individual tests of the mental abilities. The group tests we now
use have been useful in studying of growth curves for numbers of
children, but the thorough study of mental growth seems to point in
the direction of studies of individual growth, as it has even in the case
of physical growth. It is very clear that for very young children, for
people with certain types of handicaps, and for the later age ranges we
shall find it difficult to make large group studies as we do with children
of .school age. and that individual tests of the primary abilities will be
of more use to us.

When we have succeeded in isolating and describing thoroughly the
most important of the humarl mental abilities, we shall have better took
for studying the complete range of human ability from infancy through
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childhood, adolescence and maturity and through senescence. Such
curves of growth based on studies of the fundamental human mental
abilities will be a distinct contribution to psychological knowledge con-
cerning the nature of the abilities and the rates of their growth and
decrement. Application of these psychological principles in the construc-
tion of tests will provide serviceable tests in helping to deal with the
problem of people of all ages.
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Participants
Nancy Bayley, William E. Coffman, Herbert S. Conrad, John T.

Dailey, John W. French, Irving Lorge, Elliott Metz, Thelma G.
Thurstone, Joseph Zubin.

MR. METZ: I would like to address this question to Dr. Bayley.
You mentioned studies concerning the differential effects of praise and
blame on learning, and consequently on growth and intelligence. I
should like to ask whether the effect of acceptance and understanding
without evaluation has been studied with regard to growth and in-
telligence.

It would seem to me that the adequacy of this technique in the
clinical therapeutic situation as developed by Carl Rogers and others
could be validly applied to the concepts of learning and intelligence.
I would like to know what you think of this.

DR. BAYLEY: I think this is a field that has not really had any
good research done in it. It is something that I hope will be studied
much more carefully. There are a number of studies that show that
praise and blame have differential effects on learning.

Now, the relationship between these and intelligence as such comes
out suggestively in clinical studies of children's capacities, and I think
there are some studies that show changing, increasing IQ's, or intelli-
gence scores in children as they attain emotionally better states.

There are also evidences of intellectual retardation that seem to go

with continued unhappy emotional states. However, in general, these
correlations arc not very high. There are so many other factors that
make a difference. I have some good examples from my own Berkeley
Growth Study, of children who were emotionally very disturbed, but
whose way of handling their problems was to direct their energies to
intellectual activities. The highest IQ I ever got in this Berkeley group
was for a child who was disturbed, but who was strongly motivated
to handle his emotional problems by becoming a highly intellectual,
intelligent person. I think we all know a great number of such people

in academic life.

1)11. DAILEY: This is a very short point but I think it will help in
thinking about a lot of this discussion. I would like to quote something
that was done in the Air Force several years ago. They set about system-
atically to calibrate all the aptitude tests of the Services, the USES.
and a number of common commercial aptitude and intelligence tests.
Just for fun, we threw in the Stanford achievement test, and a couple
of other batteries of achievement tests. We took the reading section,
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the arithmetic section and the corresponding aptitude tests, and so on,
and we did something that shouldn't be done. We took the labels off
and looked at them as Test 1, 2, 3, 4, etc. The interesting thing is that
without the labels you couldn't tell the achievement sub-test from the
analogous aptitude sub-test. If we are talking about something like
GCT or Otis IQ, we might just as well be talking about grammar school
level reading and arithmetic achievement.

That might help explain a number of things. 1 am not trying to say
that IQ is the same as reading and arithmetic, but the correlation is
high enough to indicate such, and when you break it down into the
IQ sub-tests and you do a factor analysis, including achievement tests,
they come out in the same factors. In other words, a lot of what we are
talking about in terms of group test intelligence is very much the
same as educational achievement.

CHAIRMAN LORGE: Kelley has clearly indicated that from the
earliest days the relationship between the so-called test of aptitude and
the test of achievement has always been very strong.

Are there any other comments? Certainly our textbooks will have to
be rewritten on the basis of what we have heard today.

DR. FRENCH: My question is for Dr. Thurstone. I was interested
in the rising validities of sonic of your tests, and wondered whether you
had any indication that such rises may have occurred because of rising
reliabilities of the criteria.

DR. TIIURSTONE: I am sorry I haven't that table of correlations
with me. Undoubtedly there is some improvement in the reliability of
measuring reading as you progress from second grade to sixth grade.
I think it wasn't anything like enough to account for shifts of as much
as twenty points. That will be in the published paper, but I have for-
gotten the figures.

DR. CONRAD: Is it possible that the schools have an equalizing
cultural effect upon the pupils so that initial home differences are
reduced? That is to say, the child at home in some cases will get more
reading experience; but later on this home influence may be reduced
in comparison with the cumulative school influence so that the home
difference which affects the achievement in the early years has a smaller
eff'-ct later on, and the uniform school experience has a larger influence.

DR. TIIURSTONE: I am inclined to say that just the opposite
happens. The differences among the children are spread out. There is
more variability with age as they go through school. We find that in
every study.

3j
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There are some other bits of evidence that I always hate to mention
because they are so difficult of interpretation, and that is the com-
parisons between white and Negro school children, which have been
rather popular in the last few months. Some of those seem to show
greater difference between these groups as they progress through school.
In other words, if you want to emphasize the effect at home, you can
sayand I think we need to do itthat although the school tries to do
a great deal for these children, we cannot keep up with the differences
in the home environment. It continues to be important all the way
through school, and both influences tend to increase the differences and
also increase the variability of the groups.

DR. COFFMAN: I would like to address this question to Dr.
Thurstone. You mentioned that your testing had been carried out over
a wide range of ages, and later you mentioned that you used as a base
for determining rate of growth, the mature adult level. flow did you
determine that the measures for the mature adult level were a maximum?

DR. TIIUBSTONE: Eighty per cent of the asymptote on our growth
cony, which is not projected beyond the freshman and sophomore age
in college.

COFFMAN: What I meant was, is it possible that the base you
took was not the proper one, that actually some of those scores would
hac continued to rise so that the difference you found at the eighty
per cent level might have been different if you had tested older people
in order to get the maximum.

DR. THURSTONE: I think so. We chose eighty per cent because
wc, were projecting those curves beyond our experimental data, and that
gc's pretty risky when you get up into the thin part of the curve. That
is why we chose the eighty per cent rather than the one hundred per cent.

DB. ZUBIN: I think perhaps Dr. Bayley can answer this. I am re-
ferring to a study by Ben Pasaanick in which he held the weight at
birth of Negro babies and white babies constant, and discovered that
the differences in intelligence disappeared. lie pointed out that there
are three possible scientific models for explaining intelligence: heredity,
environment, and the interaction between the two. Pasamanick adopts
the assumption that genetically all men are born equal, which is a
perfectly good model to start with. Most of the data which he was able
to collect on newborn children, he says, seems to fit that model, and
that life as represented by environment eats away the initial equality
and produces the individual differences which we observe, by a process
of attrition.
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I was wondering whether you have any evidence regarding this point
from your own studies.

DR. BAYLEY: In early infancy, weight at birth is one indicator of
degree of maturity. This is certainly one measure that is used to deter-
mine whether an infant is premature, and if you work with infants
around a month of age. you feel there is a great deal of difference in
the stage of maturity of the child, and at that stage physical maturity
does make a difference as to the kind of scores infants earn on the tests.
I know Pasamanick has found for one and two year olds that if 1w
divides the group in half on the basis of weight, the heavier children
have higher scores and the lighter ones tend to have somewhat lower
scores.

I think the differences are relatively small, and I think there are a
great many factors, that is, there may be other than racial differences.
We don't know whether characteristically in the early ages, weight for
weight two different races are the same in general maturity. It might
even vary with the particular racial origins of the Negroes. (African
tribes vary in site from pygmies to giants.) I don't think we have it
too clearly worked out.

CHAIHNIAN LORGE: May I again thank Dr. Bayley and Dr.
Thurstone, as well as the discussants from the floor, for this auspicious
initial part of our program.
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Concepts of Personality
Then and Now

GARDNER MURPHY

I
The modern era in thinking about personality may well be defined

as beginning with the general acceptance of the evolutionary principle
during the third quarter of the nineteenth century, and its first fruits
in the concepts and the methods of Francis Galton. The conception that
traits are ingrained attributes of individual personalities reflecting the
basic stuff of which the person is made, clearly formulated in Galton's
era, still has theoretical value and practical utility. The conception
that traits of temperament and personality can be measured on objectively
defined scales was just as directly related to the evolutionary way of
thinking as was the development of psychometric scales as measures of
intellectual individuality. If you ask therefore what period I wish to
define, when I use the word then, as assigned to me in this title, in
making the contrast between then and now, I will say the era of Francis
Galton.

The first concept defined in that era which is of special importance
to us here is the concept of behavior traits as given directly in observa-
tion; traits involving clusters of behaviors which can be bracketed
together under single names like courage, complacency, passivity,
timidity. Traits from this point of view are conceived to be attributes
so clearly identifiable and so easily capable of reliable and valid measure-
ment that we may regard them as building stones of a personality
architecture. Usually associated with such assumptions are assump-
tions regarding the role of heredity. Most such traits are held to be
hereditary and therefore stable OW ,tes of individuality. Some, how-
ever, are held to be environmenth. .icquired, and therefore subject to
such temporal variation as processes of learning and unlearning may
entail. An attempt has usually been made to treat both the hereditary
and the acquired traits in terms of orthogonality; or, when traits
obviously overlap, the attempt has been made to set up new traits in
their places which will be conceptually and practically orthogonal. My
attempt in the time allotted will now be to show that these central,
simple ideas, while continuing to thrive and be useful, have had to
compete more and more with newer ways of thinking. It will be my
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task to define in these few moments a few of the major new conceptual
systems of the last fifty years.

II
I will begin with ideas from contemporary biology. Genetics has now

rendered very clear the fact that what is genetically simple is at the
behavioral level often very complex; indeed, observed phenotypic traits
are usually reducible to networks of relationships in which many genes
pool their forces or interact; and during the same time in which genes
are busy in forming a given phenotypic trait the same genes are busy in
forming another trait. What is therefore conceptually simplest at the
genetic level is quite different from that which is simplest at the pheno-
typic level. This will mean that if one does not know the genetics of a
trait (and we seldom do know the genetics of a trait), we shall inevitably
define attributes which in one population behave in a very different
fashion from that in which they behave in another. There will be un-
explained correlations and failures of correlation. Attempts at nature-
nurture studies based on family resemblance, social class differentials
and so on, will usually bring one headache after another. That which is
conceptually a trait from a psychological point of view will not neces-
sarily behave biologically like a trait, except under certain specific
circumstances.

W. R. Thompson (3) has recently shown that in the use of factorial
methods it is sometimes possible to disentangle what is genetically
complex, and to show that when factor-analysis is applied four quite
different types of genetic pictures may underlie what appear to be the
same essential factorial structures. Of course if all that one is trying
to do is to spot a trait at a given tune and not even to be concerned
with its development in the course of the individual, or the relation of
the trait in one person to the same trait in his brother, no great harm
is done. I think, however, that psychology can expect to do better than
this; and that it can move forward in the light of modern genetics to a
more sophisticated understanding of biological traits.

Closely related to this point is the fact that genetics has likewise
shown in recent years that the temperamental and impulsive traits
are subject to the same complex biological predetermination as the
cognitive traits; but all of them, so far as we know, are neither simply
given by heredity nor simply imposed by the environment. They
represent very complex developmental entities which require both
biological and environmental analyses, and of course highly sophisticated
statistical analysis of the components. It is, to be sure, likely that in
some cases a trait may represent to a very large degree a characteristic
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determined by a single gene. But in other instances it may be better
conceived as a conditioned response transferred or generalized from a
response acquired in some other setting. In still another context a trait
may arise as a result of the impact of massive social forces acting upon
almost all members of a social group in such a fashion that specific
conditioning experiences are harder to identify than the full impact
of the social pattern which is being imposed upon the members of a
group. Consider, for example, the sudden impact of industrialization
upon a village in Tennessee or in India. This all means, then, different
conceptual schemata will have to be utilized if a given trait is to be
defined and effectively used.

This is, I think, likewise the context in which we must use the enor-
mously suggestive and valuable contributions of cultural anthropology
and of the cultural sciences generally in the last thirty or forty years.
It is proving to be of very doubtful value to us to resort to generaliza-
tions that such and such attributes of personality are culturally ac-
quired; for such statements leave out of account the nature of the raw
material, the biology of the individual which undergoes the cultural
impress: it leaves out of account the sub-cultural, family, and personal
factors which arc likewise involved in such impress; and it leaves out
of account the attempt to specify the mode of interaction between
biological and social factors in the person. Nevertheless, we must add
cultural anthropology as one of the central factors which have sensitized
us to the necessity of the bio-social approach.

So far, we have been willing enough to think of many traits as identi-
fiable components in personality structure as a whole. Some tempera-
mental traits, like threshold for rage, may actually be pretty stable in
the adult, and it is conceivable that there may even be a few personality
traits which are Mendelian. The term personality structure, however,
has proved, in the light of cultural and clinical findings, to be a very
rich and challenging not:on. There are many different ways in which
the simplest traits of the individual may be put together; some operate
sum natively, others subtractively. Sometimes when one trait is present
it, acts almost like an enzyme, allowing the more effective utilization
of another trait. Sometimes several traits seem to form into an emergent
structure, just as we may pass from the level of elements to the level
of compounds, and from the level of compounds to the level of cellular
structure. There are, in other words, various modes of organization of
traits empirically discovered. Recently, biologists like von Berta lardy
(4) and other originators of "general system theory," have shown us
that wherever living systems are involved, the problem:of organization
and emergence takes over and complicates the problem of showing how
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the individual trait reflects the system of which it is a part. This 19, of
course, the problem which Gestalt psychology had likewise raised some
decades ago, notably in the Gestaltist doctrine of membership character.
It does not shock us today to be told that a patch of red in a landscape
will look differently if the context is altered. But it still does seem to
bother us. conceptually and metlaxIologically, to be told that a trail is
operationally different when it appears in different contexts. Coolness.
fur example, or the maintenance of a low level of affect, is a very different
thing in a danger situation and in a social gathering.

This is of course a tremendous nuisance, both to the theorist and to
the practical worker. It is, however, the price we pay if we wish to go
biological and to orient our psychology to the principles which, as
general system theory shows, sweep through all the sciences and hold
for all types of scientific work as such. The insularity of separating
psychology from biochemistry, biology, and on the other hand the cul-
tural sciences, is one for which I should not like to plead.

We are then dealing with the development of ways of thinking about
personality which have been repeatedly and rather successfully verbal-
ized, and often put into a form convenient for those who think in tenns
of visual images. It must, however, be admitted that in terms of con-
ceptual rigor necessary for the formulation of methods of measurement
an enormous amount remains to be done. It is so much easier to go on
taking directly observable forms of response, bracketing these into
families, treating them as if they were entities, and then setting up
various types of axes to represent their relationships and emerging from
this with the pragmatic generalization that somehow it works. This can
indeed be made to work if the frame of reference remains constant. It
is. for example. entirely possible to set up a social situation in which
an IQ will remain constant, year by year, just as it is possible to set
up A situation in wh,ieh the, ThtErstone primary mental abilities will
remain unatreetell by the elisured environmental factors. Or indeed we
might say it is possible to set up a Euclidean geometry by taking certain
axioms and ruling out others. This is important and valuable for certain
purposes. If, his )w ever, we wish to work within a frame of reference in
which mixed and varying demands are made upon persons in mixed and
eh, ogittg siwial relationships. and with stresses within them which bring
into activity various latent potentialities which had earlier been WI-
observed and unmeasured, and if we wish to get a conceptual system
rich enough to be ready to move in new directions as new environmental
factors come into our preview, we shall be forced to go on complicating
'tor scheme. If traits and the systems within which they appear actually
vAry greatly with growth and with environmental conditions, what will

11
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be the result of treating them statistically? What will happen if we
complain of the low reliability of a test when in fact the flexibility, the
versatility is due to the organism's varying behavior in different
situations?

To the plea that our scheme has become already too complex, the
only possible reply is that it is still much too simple to do justice to the
kinds of complex challenges to whirl, children and adolescents growing
up in our culture react, worrying and delighting at the same time the
teachers. the counselors and the parents who wish that they could
understand and help them: and still too simple for the educational
system of 8 1186481 which need. 1144 only :Atm, ly an abstractly valuable
way of sorting and coding the latent characteristics of its population,
but needs a may of being specifically helpful to individual citizens whose
complex attributes and demands are not adequately mirrored in avail-
able testing and classifying systems.

long with the challenge already quoted from Gestalt psychology to
the effect that each attribute shows membersio f.,,eter in the whole,
goes the still greater challenge, already hinted if. whe: words, that each
person in each situation is in vital respects a new reacting entity.
Certain potentials within the person are drawn out by the situation
which had never been observed before, and certain potentials of the
siniation. if you w ill allow me the phrase. are grasped and drawn out
by the individual which hand never been grasped before. This is the
problem t o w 111111 Sears referred in the discussion of dyadic relationships,
And a corner Of the problem 10 11111111 KIWI. Lewin referred in his delini-
Viun of the life spare.

The concept1 Of 4111.4'011111111011S life spaces, each of which has its own

logic which must be empirically defined for cad, situation 1111 terms which
relleet the meaning of the testing situation to t he individual testee, is
one which bet omes intensely practical if you are trying to describe (as.
for example. Stern, Stein and Bloom 12) did in their recent volume).
the relation of projective test findings to particular situational demands
in particular persons. 11 /1%. for 1\11111ple that a Rorschach is of very
limifed value in predicting sheer success in naval aviation. %%e wonder
why anyone ever thoinzlit it was IA/81h trying. We know. however, that
when I relation of the person to the detailed structure of the situation
to be met is fully 41,ribed. the field situation can and does permit some
prediction. Ind here with a vengeance the theoretical advances in
orgalkrilly and field studies in biology and those few which have been
attempted in psychology are paying off on a large scale.

I think the smile appeal 14, complexity rather than simplicity is forced
lip Oil IN as we e now. come into the dimensions of personality which have
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been investigated most fully by clinical rather than by experimental or
by sociological methods. I have in mind, of course, particularly the
problem of depth dynamics, unconscious motivation, and the surface
manifestations of deep level intrapsychic conflict. It has gradually 1W-
C4)111e clear to non - clinical psychologists that the psychoanalytic system
did not deliberately court complexity for the sake of complexity but
that human beings are actually that complicated. The psychoanalytic
system lilts become. in a few decades, as complex. one might say, as
Catholic theology, Marxism. or literary criticism. We are dealing with
bio-social pro4lucts where to be sure we often over - complicate, but like-
wise. in our ignorance, often over-simplify. Now many of the traits
which emerge are traits which describe conflict or the interdependence
of midi% PS. or the three-way relationships between Id, Ego and Super-

go. There have been in the last few yearsand 1)r. Krugman will
undoubtedly tell you more of this -attempts to re-think the methods
of personality diagnosis itself to get them into alignment with the
clearest and least controversial aspect of psychodynamic theory.

Insofar as this purpose can be achieved. it opens the way to con-
ceptual clarity and the development of clearly defined test methods of
many sorts. and offers the possibility that the test methods so devised
can be used in actual experimentation on psychodyamics. This could.
if successful. not only yield much practical knowledge as to where
psychoanalytic they.ry is correct and where it is in error. but could
likew ise serve by meeting the ordinary canons of simplicity, consistency
and prediction. with devices for testing our tests. If. in other words.
our test systems incorporate ruthlessly the logic of observations derived
from clinical !malice, they will fall down whenever the clinical observa-
tions are in error. and will stand up and grow stronger with the years
whenever reality rather than error is contained in the clinical observa-
hot-. !land in hand with this goes. of course, the fail that day by day
clinical practice yields constantly cow ideas and systems of ideas which
in themselves will ultimately suggest new tests.

(hie serious difficulty, of course, in much clinical thinking is the
tendency to think tit f.tuatively and scientifically at the same time.
making value judgments about health and illness at the same time that
one strives to SO' what is. :\ child's shyness or aggressiveness, trouble-
some at the time, may be a phase in growth. which we see less clearly
rather than more clearly. when we call it -problem behavior :'' similarly
with adults.. man's capacity to complete a task may depend in part
in trails which elinie:dly get very had twines.

%i I asking for too lunch? km I setting sights which are too bight.'
am certainly not demanding everything at once. I do believe. however,
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that along with certain limited uses for simple abstractions regarding
traits, justified because they seem to work, at least in short term situa-
tions, there is a need for developing a system of trait conceptualizations
which are in harmony with the best knowledge we have derived from
general system theory, from Gestalt psychology and from clinical
practice. Such conceptualization will have to take account of the in-
herent flexibility of personality. It will have to find out what is fixed.
what is changeable, and find ways of identifying and measuring the
long-term trends which often underlie the changes. Relatively little,
I think, is going to be accomplished by just deriving more names and
studying mathematically the relations between the traits to which these
names are givenwhat we might call very briefly the adjective-checklist
NN ay of doing personality research. More and more, I believe, will be
accomplished by studying biological realities, bio-social realities, the
complex structural wholes which the biological entities produce under
the impact of various bio-social forces.

I would tbrow in for good measure a concept which B. F. Skinner (1)
has well represented, namely that it is often better to pursue one's
analysis until one ran really predict the behavior of a single individual.
Then one may dare to say that the determining circumstances have
been recognized and controlled. It is the conceptualizations about per-
sonality based upon simple building stones and simple combination of
these in summative and subtractive form, that have given us the specious
and I fear, short-lived, control over practical situations which schools
and industry. and eVVII the Armed Forces have been glad to pay for.
The uneasiness of the last few years which these same patrons of psycho-
logical research have begun to show are signs which it will be worth
while to heed. If the Michigan study failed to select good clinical psy-
rhologists and if the enormous labors of the Armed Forces have only
slightly reduced the errors involved in picking recruits who are likely
to find themselves in grave emotional difficulty perhaps it is because
what we know in our hearts to be necessary conceptual complications
have not been courageously followed through in the building of tests.
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Changing Methods of
Appraising Personality

MORRIS KRUGMAN

In his volume on personality, Gardner Murphy places considerable
emphasis on autism as an aspect of personality. In this brief discussion
of changing methods of appraising personality, the treatment will be
purely autistic. I shall attempt to trace crudely the development of
methods of appraisal as seen through the eyes of one psychologist over
the past thirty years.

In 1926 psychologists were generally more certain of their diagnoses,
and had more confidence in their measuring instruments than they have
today. In retrospect, they had quite a few instruments at their disposal,
and took them seriously. The Stanford-Binet, though less than ten years
old, was almost universally the backbone of the psychological examina-
tion, although there were some centers where the Goddard or Herring
or Yerkes revision of the Billet was preferred. The IQ obtained by
these tests was considered definitive and was accepted as the most
important index not only of intelligence, but of personality. A per-
formance battery like the Pintner-Paterson or the Arthur Point Scale
was considered essential not only to supply a measure of non-verbal
intelligence, but as a vehicle for observation of behavior and personality
traits such as volition, perseverance, suggestibility, self-confidence,
phinfulnvs and others. Clues to neurotic traits like anxiety, obsessive-
compulsive tendencies and conflict were sought, particularly in the
performance tests; likewise, bizarre behavior, autism, unrealistic ap-
proaches, hallucinatory material, confusion and other indicators of
psychosis, as well as observations on irregular functioning, motor in-
coordination, gaps in function, and other indicators of organicity.
Psychologists were beginning to employ projective approaches by adding
qualitative approaches to objective measurement, although the term
"projective methods" was not coined by Lawrence Frank until 1939.

Achievement tests, diagnostic tests, aptitude tests, and a great
variety of special tests were available to the psychologist thirty years
ago. Personality tests were in existence, although still used sparingly.
In vogue at the time were the Pressey X-0 and the Downey Will Tem-
perament Tests. The Pressey was one of the forerunners of the per-
sonality questionnaire in which "like" and "dislike" were used, while
the Downey was a projective test without the name, using normal
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handwriting and handwriting under stress to judge probable behavior
under stress. A much older technique employing a stress situation was
the mirror-drawing test, which was widely used at the time. Personality
inventories were also in common use. These generally were of the bi-
polar type, purporting to measure such traits as introversion-extra-
version or ascendance-submission. Pictures, cloud pictures and ink-
blots were available for the study of specific traits rattier than for total
personality appraisal. The Porteus Test was used to measure planful-
ness, the Knox Cube, immaturity, the Kohs Block Test for organicity
and frustration tolerance, and a great many others for specific purposes.
The Rorschach was in use in Switzerland and Austria by psychiatrists,
and was known in this country only to a few until the publication of
the blind analysis by Oberholzer, and the articles and dissertation by
Beck. Rating scales had a tremendous vogue for personality appraisal.
Attitude scales were also widely used. All in all, the psychologist of
thirty years ago had quite a battery of psychological instruments to use.

The psychologist of 1926 was generally employed in a mental hospital,
in an institution for mental defectives, in a psychological clinic con-
nected with a university, or in a child guidance clinic. A few served in
school systems, mainly in connection with the education of the mentally
retarded. When a psychologist functioned in a research department of
one of the institutions listed, he often was in a position to do inde-
pendent creative work, and many of the developments in clinical psy-
chology came from this source. However, when he was engaged as a
clinical psychologist, he was usually exported to do mental testing only,
except in the newly developing child guidance clinics. Only when psy-
chologists were well established were they permitted to delve into the
mysteries of personality. Psychiatrists were. as a rule, less dynamic
thirty years ago than they are today, and psychotherapy, even for
psychiatrists. was limited to the private practice of psychoanalysts or
to experimentation in some of the more advanced child guidance clinics.
Most psychiatrists limited their function to diagnosis, not only of
personality deviations, but of intellect. Psychiatric textbooks of the
time usually contained a chapter on the measurement of intelligence,
which consisted of a translation from the French of the 1905 or 1908
Binet-Simon. Twenty-five or thirty years ago, psychologists fought for
the privilege of doing mental testing. Today it is almost impossible to
employ a psychologist who is willing to perform diagnostic services;
everyone, including the most recent graduate, seems interested only in
therapy. This is not stated in criticism, or in judgment, but merely as
a fact to indicate the tremendous change that has occurred in the status
of the psychologist.

16
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As psychiatrists shifted from mere classification of mental disease to
the more dynamic Freudian psychology. they abandoned the field of
mental testing to the psychologist, and, as psychologists improved their
training and developed new approaches that commanded respect, psy-
hiatrists and psychologists shared responsibility for personality ap-

praisal. The concept of the clinic team and orthot)sychiatry was develop-
ing. Even the Rorschach. which was originally a psychiatric tool, was
being taken over almost entirely by psychologists. In the meantime,
psychologists were xperimenting with innumerable techniques and
devices in the hope of discovering an all-purpose instrument for ap-
praising personality. The psychological literature of the past twenty-five
years is replete with preposterous claims. and many instruments had
brief vogue. only to be replaced by others that ultimately proved no
better. In the main. drawls at devising methods of personality appraisal
were in tau different directions. each with several subdivisions: one was
the experimental- statistical approach. with emphasis on standardization
and salidation by one of several methods. while the other was the
intuitive lapproaeli. with heavy reliance on clinical intuition. using
unstructured or partially structured situations as stimuli for reaction.
I nder the first. we saw the development of hundreds of different per-
sonality inventories. trait inx entories. preference questionnaires. attitude
scales. and sell-rating scales. Except for the very early ones. the tendency
was to standardize psychiatric concepts in simplified statements. with
simple administration and scoring. and. usually. with group administra-
tion possibl. The tin iry back of these (lorstiormaires was acceptable,
except for the assumption that the questions were truthfully answered.
These instruments were to be so objective that scoring and interpreta-
tion could be automatic. The major difficulty with them was that. in
spite of good slat isl kat amt surface validity. most of them showed little
clinical or life validity. Nevertheless. these instruments had considerable
usefulness for the sensitive clinician who employed them qualitatively
rather than quantitatively. in conjunction with other techniques, par-
ticularly with the interview. the case study. and observation. On the
other hand. these instruments did a great deal of harm because of their
widespread use by unqualified persons in group situations who often
nnide serious unwarranted diagnoses on the basis of numerical scores.

In the second category, that of the partially structured instrument.
later to be called -projective." many clinical psychologists felt that at
last they had unlocked the door to the mystery of personality appraisal.
Inkblots. cloud pictures, picture interpretation. incomplete drawings,
figure and other drawings. painting and fingerpainting. sentence rout-
piet km, story completion, pietune completion, iosaies, situational tests,
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handwriting, expressive movements, and a great ninny others developed
with bewildering rapidity in the decade from 1930 to 1940. Seldom did
test constructors bother with validity, except to indicate that -clinical
experience" proved the validity of the instrument under discussion, and
that further evidence would be provided in the vague future. The
inevitable happened and reaction set in when workers began to test the
validity of these instruments, and found most of them weak. In ninny
cases, the reaction was much more violent than was warranted, since
the criteria for judging the projective instrument were those of the
personality inventory intended for use by relatively untrained workers
rather than those of complex clinical instruments to be used only by
highly trained clinical psychologists. After twenty or more years of
violent debate. psychologists are still sharply divided into two camps
on the, question of personality appraisal: the objectivists, who clamor
for statistical :did it N, and who consider nth, r clinical approaches
unscientific ;Ind headed, and the subjectivists, who consider statis-
tical approaches undynamic, and emphasize the complexity of human
behavior and the need for intensive training and clinical insight for
personality appraisal. I have no convincing evidence for this. but my
impression is that the majority of clinical psychologists are in the
hitter category.

I have bean doing little more than reminiscing. and at this point it
occurred to to check my reactions against the opinions of accepted
authorities in the field. In Bums' Vourth Mental \leasurements Year-
book 11953), 3fttt reviewers reviewed 793 tests. grouped in 13 categories.
The categories with the largest number of tests reviewed are those of
-character and personality" and "vocal ion,;:' each with 121 tests.
Seenty-two fairly well known psychologists reviewed the 73 non-
projective tests and 1ft projective instruments in the section on tests
of character and personality, and in scanning this large section of the
volatile, the impression is gathered that the majority of reviewers fount!
trot the projective and the non-projective tests seriously lacking in
validity. Here art' samples of many similar setiliments from reviews of
different tests by different reviewer:, in the Mental :Measurements
Yearbook. Most of them are from the summary statements of the
reviews. The first group of quotations is from the section on non-
projective tests:

"There is no indication in the literature that it can be depended
upon to pick out of a group all maladjusted individuals . . .

Its greatest usefulness would appear to be as a guide to inter-
view and as an aid to better understanding of the individual.-
. . . does mit give the impression of being an instrument that
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can measure objectivity in children, nor are the author's claims
that it does so substantiated by the evidence presented . . ."

. . the inventory does not fulfill the reviewer's specifications
for a useful diagnostic aid in counseling, although this is the
expressed purpose of the inventory."

"This technique continues to be best characterized as an ex-
perimental device rather than a test method."
In my experience, questionnaires are not readily suitable in-
struments for use in industry."

"Any use of (personality) questionnaires in research altogether
is of doubtful value; I do not feel that this particular question-
naire is an exception to the rule."

"As to differentiating persons with serious personality difficulties
from the normal population, it appears to be, like other inven-
tories of its kind, not very valid for the individual case."

"Where the individual is con( erred, it should be used as an
adjunct to the interview, not as a substitute for it."

"The illustrations given of the use of the inventory in educa-
tional practice do not convince this reviewer that this test
has a useful function in general education."
In sum: Inventory, while as good as most of the
similar tests of this type, seems to have only a screening use-
fulness; and it is depressing to see our counselors being en-
couraged to use any instrument of this sort in dealing with
individual counselees who have gone beyond a screening process.
All contemporary personality inventories, including this one,
have doubtful individual diagnostic value."

"It is difficult to know the extent to which this type of question-
naire can be used because there is no evidence presented that
the alleged areas measured have any meaningful existence, or,
if they do, that they can be measured by questionnaires of this
type. The path of research in personality measurement is much
more thorny and difficult than is suggested by the authors of
inventories and questionnaires; and, until they face more real-
istically the problems of taxonomy and validity, their products
will be of doubtful scientific value."

"The test would appear to be of greatest value when utilized by
an experienced clinician with emphasis upon the qualitative
aspects of the test results."

"The general advantage of the inventory seems to be based on
the future promise of the general factorial approach. Regardless
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of the general promise of this approach, data are not yet
available showing the practical utility of this inventory."

"This test must be considered to be of research interest only."
"The inventory will probably be used by guidance officers in

. . . schools where psychologically trained personnel are not
available and where there is a basic philosophy of adjustment
by conformity."

"There is no evidence that the test can be used for the prediction
of human behavior."

"Aside from the fact that . . . is no worse than most conven-
tional personality inventories, there is little that can be said
in its favor."

"At this writing. the validity data are too sparse to warrant
drawing general conclusions with regard to the applicability
and usefulness of the test."
This is just another one of those toss-a-circle-around-the-
symbol-for-your-problem inventories which holds no promise
of contributing any more to our understanding of pupils' prob-
lems than the scores of others which represent the lowest form
of the testmaker's art . . . It is hoped that we will soon pass
that naive s;age in educational and psychological thought in
which we expect to get at important problems by a hurried
mass approach. Perhaps these inventories will find their best
use in bonfires celebrating our emergence from the ruts that
the personality and adjustment testers, ably abetted by high
pressure salesmen, have carved out for us. Caveat emplor."

These quotations from test reviews are typical. and while there are
other neutral and even positive reviews, the majority opinion of re-
viewers seems to be exemplified by these statements.

The projective techniques fare no better. To present only a few
quotations, by way of example:

"At the present time the test is sadly in need of supporting
validational studies, and until these appear its diagnostic
employment should be more experimental than routine."

""The author wisely suggests that it be used only by clinical
psychologists with general competence in other projective
tests and with a broad knowledge of psychoanalytic theory."

. . the extent to which a protocol is actually representative
of the subject's psychosexual development, has not as yet been
demonst rated. This problem. however, exists in relation to all
projective tests."
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"At its present stage of development the (test) is a very promis-
ing tool for the experimental study of children's attitudes and
personality development and for the clinician who is ready
to use the results of this test ... to build up a clinically shrewd
and (hopefully) consistent concept of a personality; it is not
ready for those who wish quantitative or even qualitative
guideposts to normative status or to differential diagnosis."

"It may be well to point out, however, that, since it 41 a pro-
jective technique, its value in this field is directly proportional
to the ability of the individual attempting its interpretation."

"In line with a tradition stronger in European psychology than
in the United States, lie seems to imply that emphasis on
interpreter skill is incompatible with emphasis on objective
norms. Understanding, intuition, and internal consistency are
sought, rather than objective evidences of validity. Thus,
though a skilled examiner may find the test very useful, we
have no scientific indications of where its limitations and
greatest usefulness lie."

.`.
. . it seems worthy of wide experimental trial in the hands

of persons with the requisite interpretational skills."
6 original manual for the (test) is perhaps one of the worst
horrors ever perpetrated in the field of clinical psychology."

"There is no doubt that the test has possibilities as a projective
technique; but as the author implies in his manual, it needs
much more work before it can be considered a proved clinical
instrument."

"Its interpretive scheme requires theoretical assumptions which
themselves need to be tested at a much more basic level. This
reviewer does not feel that the assumptions are invalid, but that,
since they are assumptions, they do not justify the formal
structure of the scoring system here proposed by the author
of the test."

"In view of the lack of reliability and validity data, the use of
the test as a clinical instrument at this time might be prema-
ture."

"On a research basis, its use should be strongly encouraged.
As a test, it is still essentially unproven."

"This contribution to ... projective techniques will be received
enthusiastically by those to whom the theoretical assumptions
of dynamic psychology are congenial, and examined with
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suspicion, probably, by those who look for statistical or other
quantitative evidence of vafrlity for a test of personality."

"One may hope that the fat of this promising technique will
be marked, not by slavish adherence to formulas, but by sound
research to determine its validityand its limitations."

"Whether the tes'. co merit as a personality test cannot
be assessed sin, the only evidence of validity given is the
relatively low correlation with a test which can hardly be
considered a criterion."

"(This) test is a clinical technique, not a psychometric method.
As such it has the advantages, and is subject to the limitations,
of other complex, flexible clinical tools. In its present stage
of development it is an aid to psychological investigation and
interpretation, the usefulness of which depends upon the
clinician who applies it."

"At present it appears to the reviewer that the clinical use of
both forms of the (test). except in relation to other tests or
case history material, is hazardous."

"Pending more positive statistical and clinical validating find-
ings. it will have to continue its precarious position in the field
of projective techniques."

"Those %silo look for validation data will see only large claims
and little evidence."

the publication of adequate supporting evidence, the
pA;;rhologist using this method is proceeding on the basis of
faith and should be willing to recognize the perils of his course."

"Indeed. even the friendly observer cannot escape the impression
that in ninny instances the utilization of this rather tedious
and tine- consuming technique serves no purpose that could
not be accomplished more efficiently by personal interview."

"Any step of true research in the projective field is encouraging,
. . . but much of the path of progress lies ahead."

"Here is another of the all too numerous family of prematurely
published, invalidated projective tests."

It seems no exaggeration to state that, in spite of thirty years of
extensive experimentation and in spite of a vast array of instruments,
projective and non-projective. that are available today, we do not now
have instruments for personality appraisal that arc generally acceptable
to psychologists. There seems to be a growing belief among many
psychologists that we have, perhaps. been or the wrong track in seeking
such instruments; that personality is so cooplex, and personality factors,
at best, so unstable, changing rapidly from situation to situation, that
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simple approaches to personality appraisal can yield little that is valid.
Much of the experimentation in personality appraisal has been em-
pirical, ignoring to a great extent the great development, over the past
25 years, in theory of personality growth and development, and in the
basic concepts of psychology, psychiatry, sociology and anthropology.
There are, however, many encouraging signs to indicate that we are
emerging from the empirical stage, and coming closer to the utilization
of current theory and knowledge about personality, in our approaches
to understanding and appraising personality and behavior. I shall close
by merely listing a few of these trends, without presuming to guess
what the future holds in store for us.

1. Psychologists are much more critical than they were, and do not
take on faith everything that is published purporting to measure
personality. They are infinitely better trained in fields related to
personality development than ever before, so that their judgments
are more trustworthy.

2. Opportunities for using this training are greater than ever since
psychologists have demonstrated the contributions they can make
in diagnosis and therapy.

3. Concepts of personality and behavior are more dynamic than here-
tofore, and are more acceptable to psychologists of all shades of
opinion. More and more are psychologists deserting the hope for
simple approaches to personality appraisal. Even the fantastically
elaborate appraisal programs of the Office of Strategic Services
and the V A program for appraising clinical psychologists proved
disappointing. How, then, can a single inventory or a projective
test serve the purpose?

4. In spite of the rash of new instruments for personality appraisal
over the past twenty years, there is now a tendency toward con-
solidation, critical review, and research with existing techniques,
using dynamic theory as a basis, rather than haphazard production
of new tests.

5. While experimenta! 1,,,Itologists are becoming more dynamic,
clinical psychologists are becoming more research minded.

6. In some recent publications on personality appraisal, the trend is
away from attempts at omnibus or global measurement of per-
sonality. and toward a very specific look at a limited sample of
behavior in a specific si'uation. Gardner Murphy warns us that
the study of the situation in which an individual functions is as
important as the study of inner drives.
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7. Concepts about the dimensions of personality are undergoing
radical changes even among statisticians. We are beginning to
see objections raised to the unidimensional profile of personality
presentation, and tendencies in favor of multi-dimensional ap-
proaches.

8. More and more do we find criticism of all types of instruments
for independent use for personality appraisal. When such instru-
ments are used, they are used to supplement rather than replace
interview, observational, and other techniques.

9. More and more do we find recommendation of the case study and
observational techniques by qualified psychologists rather than
reliance on test scores or formulae for personality appraisal. (Iii
a very recent volume the "anamnestic study" was recommended
as a new approach to personality study. Twenty-five years ago
the "anamnestic study," commonly used in mental hospitals, was
discarded as undynamic, and the social history substituted.)

10. More and more do we find multi-discipline approaches to the study
of personality. Simple approaches are becoming suspect.

This, then, is what it looks like to one psychologist scanning the
thirty year period. We seem to have come the full circle, beginning
with the psychologist using available devices as tools rather than goals,
going through long periods of search for simple objective measures of
personality, emerging recently with much more mature, sophisticated
understanding of the complexity of personality and its interaction with
complex and fluid situations, again apparently ready to use the best
available instruments as tools rather than goals. There is, however, a
tremendous difference between the psychologist of today and that of
1926. The modern psychologist has a keen appreciation of his own
limitations as an observer of human behavior, and the limitations of
the instruments he uses. He does not rely unduly on personality ap-
praisal instruments, although he uses them constantly. He knows there
are no shortcuts, no royal roads, no panaceasat least not at this
moment. He uses everything he can findobjective, projective, sub-
jective, to meet the needs of the moment, searching for better ways,
but he is not satisfied with what he has available.
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TestingThen and Now

BEN D. WOOD

The most visible difference between "then" and "now" is represented
by the size of this Invitational Conference as compared with its size
when its first annual meetings began about a quarter of a century ago.
In those times we were not so numerous; nor were we opulent enough
for such a sybaritic feast as we have just enjoyed: in those days the
more fortunate lunched in the Coffee Shop, while the rest of us patron-
ized a drug store or a lunch wagon on a side street. I am curiously
reminded of what Will Rogers said to an unexpectedly large crowd that
greeted him at a southern airport during the great depression that
marked the first years of the Cooperative Test Service, of the Educa-
tional Records Bureau, of the Pennsylvania Study, and of this organiza-
tion. Looking over the vast crowd that had gathered to greet him, he
said, "I had no idea unemployment was so bad in this area." The size
of this gathering is a highly deserved tribute to the leadership of
Educational Testing Service.

Perhaps a brief digression 01.% the origin of this conference would be
in order, especially as there may be a lesson in it which we should take
to heart. When the joint conferences of the Educational Records Bureau,
Cooperative Test Service, Progressive Education Association, American
Council on Education, etc., began, our programs were liberally infested
with testing leaders and test technicians; and during the discussion
periods, there was a slight tendency for the technicians to display their
technical erudition in arguments that were usually polite and often too
long. The schoolmen who were the bulk of our audiences quite frankly
admitted they did not understand the technical lingo; and only polite-
ness led them to conceal their suspicion that the technicians didn't
either. Some disputations that were heard in those days indicated that
their ill-concealed suspicions were not without foundation. Be that as
it may, our technical vocabulary put them to sleep or drove them to
the bar for transfusions of one sort or another. Thus fortified, they
descended on the Program Committee and let it be known that such
nonsense had to be eliminated or reduced, or else.

Well, of course, when your paying clients show such inadequate ap-
predation of pearls of wisdom, you have to remove the pearls from
their programs. But still the Program!Committee was convinced that
such pearls of wisdom were desirable; indeed, were necessary for progress
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in the testing movement whose lc Is at that stage were mostly working
in isolation. without any national meetings specifically designed for
their interests. Therefore, the Program Committee kept its technical
speakers. but scheduled them on Saturday after the schoolmen had
returned to their schools.

At first we were deeply concerned ;!bout the problem of finding an
audience for these gifted speakers. %Vitt! only a dozen or so showing up
for the first few Saturday sessions. we were afraid our speakers would
quit. But the dedication of our speakers made our anxiety seem childish
they came back year after year with longer speeches and constantly
increasing technical vocabularies. One of our elder shooluten who wit-
nessed this phenomenon said it reminded him of the character in a
Bernard Shaw play who explained that he had to preach even though
he had none to hear him and nothing to say.

But our speakers did have something to say; what they said became
increasingly significant every year. The size of this audience today is
ample vindication of the plan adopted in the early 1930s. When the
success of the Saturday conference was pointed Ont to one of our elder
shoolmen. t not only offered congrat:ilations, eApressed regrets
at the necessity for reducing the sneaker of tvlilliCal speeches in the
juin! conference programs that have alW,lys L ,11 ow Thursday
and Friday. Ills e.pression of regrets but uuderhitandably
not quite as ethisilie as his eXpreStSiDns ,'ongL.,,tilla.tiorls.

Another difference between "Own" and "now." is certain' criti-
cisms against objerliVe tests then fi'Veglient ;.e 11 r,%1 .-'41 often' heard.
at least. rust from the same sources. In t.h, cars, , was m serious
problem to get any IN y to use objecii% l,..sts at all. a V experittnentally.

In those years there was a widespritad reaction against Ow Army
Alpha and its vast brood. not 0111. iwratisv or It iimilativios Of those

curly tests but e% en more. I think. because then' extrAvagatit claims
and their misuse. which oftrii included trying to du more accurately
what oipzh not to Ise done at :.11 ins ,110.d: dJ.dirrated conservation
of human resources and to the general welfare. as against blind adherence
to rigid curricula and punitive doctrines of discipline. This partly laud-
able and 1.11.,..7,1y temporary reaction vans, however. only a minor incident
comparod to a t pe of antagonism based on ;il:lost instinctive opposition
to any ling new, and an equally tropistic faith in and allegiance to the
old and familiar. .Allergy ha new ideas is an almost universal human
disiqse. If I fail to include any palinOdeS here. ii. is not because I have
been inrnaune to !Iris endernir Malady. but becalse I wish to slay within
the time and space limits assigned by the chairman.

Typical of the objections to o)bjeclive tests were those made when a
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proposal to use "new type" placement tests in Columbia College was
bei3g discussed about 35 years ago. A French vocabulary test was de-
dared unacceptable mainly because the examinees would "beat" the
test by the simple trick of memorizing 1,000 or 2,000 words. I was urging
the experimental use of the proposed placement test because I thought
it had some important potential values; but I had to confess that in
my wildest flights of confidence, I had never dreamed that our innocent
little vocabulary test could ever produce such a miracle. l...nfortunately,
the fears of the critics were found to be groundless: after 30 years of
using such vocabulary tests, teachers are still lamenting the inadequate
vocabularies of their studentsand their lamentations are amply justi-
fied by the results of tests, both old and new type.

These and similar objections to what we then called "new-type-
tests were nearly always accompanied by enthusiastic approval of the
es. ..;ay type of examinations. Some of the expressions of approval were
quite unrestrained: the essay examinations "forced pupils to think
creatively, to organize their thoughts logically, to marshal! their argu-
ments coherently, and express themselves persuasively." Some of the
panegyrics were more cautious: the essay examinations "gave oppor-
tunity to think, to create. to organize, to be logical, to write coherently,
persuasively and artistically" and thus "positively invited'' the pupils,
one and all, to indulge in these unquestionably desirable, but to some
pupils slightly vague if not esoteric blessings. These claims were made
at a time when complaints were widespread, in as well as oul of academic
circles, that the writing of many college graduates was at best semi-
li tent t C.

These complaints were accepted as amply justified after centuries of
exclusive use of essay -type examinations throughout the schools and
colleges of the world. The essay-type examination undoubtedly affords
opportunity and offers invitation; but its sometimes alleged power to
force creative thinking, of ective writing, etc., is too often au example
of an irresistible fowe coming into contaet with an immovable body.
Lest I be misunderstood. I hasten to interject that I have never know-
ingly advocated the elimination of the essay examination, which some
ormerly fervent protagonists have apparently abandoned. I have tried
to maintain the values :e; w,Il ;is the limitations of all kinds of tests and
of ()tiler sources of information for guidance purposes. In general, I have
tried to emphasize the importance of distinguishing the measurement
and instructional functions of tests, examinations, and other devices.
Roth functions are necessary, and neither should or need be sacrificed
to the other. Since examinations have traditionally been used for com-
petitive and often invidious purposes, and are still thought of too exclu-
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sively in relation to such purposes, it would be ideal if instruments that
produce the best measurements could also serve as the most effective
teaching devices. Although substantial progress has been made, and con-
tinues to be made, in producing objective types of tests that measure
elements and combinations of elements that more nearly approximate
some of the important goals of instruction, fortunately no one is as yet
satisfied, so far as I know.

But that the progress thus far made is decisively important cannot be
questioned. While I have always felt that the bad effects of objective
questions and the good effects of essay examinations on learning were
somewhat exaggerated, there was a time when some of our wisest
educators and leading experts in the field of measurement were so fearful
of the evil influences of objective tests that no reconciliation seemed
possible. It is gratifying to note that the improvement in test production
has been great enough to permit almost exclusive use of the objective
types of tests, especially those that can be scored by machine.

This mention of the test scoring machine, for the development of
which we are indebted to the educational interest and multiple genius
of the late lamented Mr. Thomas J. Watson, and to the great corpora-
tion which he created, recalls another difference between "then" and
"now" which involves some vivid and amusing memories for some of
us who were associated with that development.

From the beginning of my work in the testing field, my chief interest
has always been in the long-term systematic and constructive use of
tests and other sources of information about the abilities, interests and
needs of pupils as GROWING individuals, rather than in one-shot
efforts to separate the sheep from the goats at any one point on the
educational ladder. I have always supported college entrance, scholar-
ship, and single-shot competitive examinations as necessary and de-
sirable; in fact, I have helped construct and administer some tests of
that type; but I never considered them sufficient for constructive
educational and conservation purposes. From the beginning I felt that
systematic testis;;; and guidance should be an integral part of the whole
school procedure, from kindergarten through university and on into
appropriate gainful employment in the work of Jie world. The in-
scription over the door to Dr. Colton's famous museum in Flagstaff,
Arizona, f,ays: "This museum exhibits, not things, but ideas." My efforts
from the beginning have been directed at selling, not tests, but the idea
and practice of individualizing education by continuous guidance based
on cumulative records of all kinds of relevant information about indi-
viduals, including scores from tests that are as nearly comparable as
they can be made. Selling this idea, which is at least as old as Plato,
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was and still is a formidable task, requiring nothing less than a funda-
mental reorientation of the masses of our teachers and school ad-
ministrators.

Our early experience with placement tests in Columbia College, and
with similar tests in the Regents Experiment with New-Type Tests,
suggested that even with the economies and other advantages of ob-
jective tests, and even if by some miracle all schools could be persuaded.
univeral testing and guidance of the type that obsessed me as necessary
would be prohibitive in cost. A bit later, our experience with the East-
man , cluing Film Experiment, the Classroom Typewriter Experiment,
and especially the Carnegie Foundation Pennsylvania Study, the Edu-
rational Records Bureau and the Cooperative Test Service, convinced
me that the cost and errors of scoring tests and processing their results
had to be drastically reduced in order to make their values available
to all children in all schools.

The notion supervened that IBA' tabulators could be adapted to
statistical procedures. By Alr. Watson's generosity and faith we secured
the loan of a large installation of tabulators and related equipment.
Sevral time- and money-saving adaptations of existing tabulators were
made by Warren and Mendenhall in a few months, and within a year
they in collaboration with IBM engineers, designed and the company
!induced the first statistical tabulator. A year or two ago, Mr. Watson
referred to this machine as the first of IBM's mechanical "brains."
Two or three years later, IBM engineers mechanized. It ulon's method
for scoring Strong Interest Blanks on the standard tabulatm. But from
the beginning, our greatest efforts were devoted to developing a test
scoring machine. The first machinc!, using the electric-eye sensing
utetIi id. turned out to he too slow as well as too expensive. The solution
finally came through the brilliant inventiveness of Mr. Reynold B.
Johnson, an IllAl engineer who is now head of the IBM Research
Laboratory in San Jose. California.

One of the more amusing incidents following the announcement of
the test scoring machine was the rumor, which I was never able to
verify. that sonie highly placed professional educators had said we would
mechanize and ruin education with that machine.

The addition of the item analysis unit to the scoring machine. whiclr
I am told was the first analogue computer ever built anywhere for any
purpose, and which was intended to reduce the drudgery, cost and
errors of scoring objective tests, widened its scope to test construction;
and the addition of the Thurstone-Tucker Matrix Multiplier out made
it into a research instrument of substantial importance.
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This machine came along just in time to make substantial contribu-
tions to the testing work in our armed forces during World War II.

In addition to the alleged fears regarding the danger of mechanizing
education, there were some other unfavorable criticisms, but in recent
years the only criticisms I have heard are that the machine is not fast
4.nough nor versatile enough to meet the needs of the increasingly large
objective testing programs in our country. I am confident that the
existing and still greater needs of the future will be amply eared for by
two types of machines. The first is Dr. Lindquist's giant scoring and
processing machine. which represents an achievement as great as Dr.
Lindquist's notable contributions to the art of writing test items that
tap abilities more complex than memory and single-step reasoning. The
second is the forthcoming new model of the IBM test scoring machine.
which eau be used in combination with one or more of the new IBM
electronic data processing machines.

It would probably not 1w expedient to speculate too deeply on the
real reasons for the currently more favorable, or apparently mor:
favorable. attitude towards objective tests and their mechanical or
electronic processing. As you may recall. the C9neral .':Iotors diesel-
electric locomotive was not received with unaoimous approval. Some
of the major railroads questioned the adequacy of its drawbar pull,
until they observed that it %vas great enough to pull 37 railroads out of
bankruptcy in three years: then under irresistible financial motivation
they swamp.; tieneral Motors with orders. I can only express Ilw hope.
timidly. that pecuniary motives are not the oaiy reason for the ap-
parently wore favorable attitude toward obj,-olive tests and scoring
machines than obldined 20 to 30 years ago.

One 44. the distinguished speakers :It the conference yesterday re-
minded us that Mark 70,iv once txpressec, the %%Till that the IQ had
never been Isn'n. bet ailSe it bad been au widely tr'fstised. 'Thirty years
ago I heard much the saw:- :.ind of %vish aiymt objective t.,!sts in g...neral.
It would be more logical. if one insists on making drastic wishes. to
wish that those guilty of misusing test results 1:-.d never been born.
But since the shortage of teachers is already alarming, such wishful
depopulation should he avoided. 4 would be more constructive as well
as more logical to try to provide inure adequate cdtation on the in-
terpretation and use of all kinds of guidance data. with emphasis
on the limitations as well e.s the values of vault kind of data.

In addition to the limitations and ambiguities inherent in even the
best existim, tests, the testing movement has, in the opinion of some
wise and sympathetic critics. lost effective contact. with the teachers;
rr ho, is last nalvsis. arc the agents through whom the potential va!ties
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of test data and other guidance information must reach the individual
pupils. My distinguished colleague, Dr. Lorge, has repeatedly called
attention to this gap, and has warned against the possibility that
technological advances may tend to widen the gap by concentrating
all testing matters in the hands of specialized experts who are neces-
sarily remote from classroom situations, or who at least appear to the
teachers to he remote.

Since preparing this paper, I was highly gratified to learn that
Educational Testing Service has launched a project aimed at enlarging
the classroom teacher's role in student guidance.

Many statewide testing programs, as well as several programs made
available on a national basis, are helping to offset this danger. Some of
the earliest of the state testing programs, such as those in Iowa, Minne-
sota, South Carolina, Connecticut, Virginia, New York, Ohio, Wis-
consin, Florida, Kentucky, and Texas, have regularly been represented
in this conference. Representatives of more recent statewide programs,
such as those of Illinois, Michigan, and Tennessee, also contribute
their ideas to these meetings. These programs have always tried to
foster close relationships between test specialists and the teachers and
guidance workers in the schools.

As a concrete example of the kind of continuous testing in guidance
programs that has always been my chief professional interest, I would
like to give you a brief sketch of the history, operations, and support
of the Educational Records Bureau. I choose this example because I
am more familiar with it than with others which illustrate the same
ein phases.

The Bureau was started during the school year 1927-28 by a small
group of lift y schools or less which were interested in obtaining objective
records on their pupils from year to year. It had a small grant from the
Keith Final which enabled it to plan a limited testing program based
on a budget. of some tw enty thousand dollars. It had no reserve fund,
and its financial outlook was not promising, even in the eyes of its most
ardent supporters. But within eight years, all of them depression years,
this struggling little organization had grown to a membership of 300
schools, with an annual budget of $65,000 and a reserve fund of about
$.U).000, Within another ten years, by 1946-47, the Bureau had, not-
withstanding the set-back occasioned by World War II, expanded to
a membership of 440 schools, with an annual budget of $150,000 and
a reserve fund of approximately $130,000. Nine years later, at the end
of the school year 1933-36, the Bureau had a membership of 650 schools,
an annual budget of $270,000, arid a reserve fund of around $260,000.

In 1927-28, the tests scored by the Bureau for its independent school
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members, which could then serve as a basis of norms for independent
school, or college preparatory, pupils totaled just 8,900. Ten years
later, in 1937-38. a total of 83,400 tests were available for independent
school norms: in 194748, the number was 112,500. Last year, the
results of 153,00 tests were ;wadable for use in the norms for the
independent sel,,,o1 group. This number was approximately half the
total number of tests scored by the Bureau for all kinds of institutions.

What are the reasons fur the growth of the Educational Records Bu-
reau, without any attempt to sell its services, and for the growth of other
similar test service organizations? It seems to inc that the basis of this
development, is found in three procedures which have constantly been
emphasized and increasingly put into practice.

The first of these is continuous testing of every pupil and measure-
ment of growth in terms understandable to teachers and counselors;
and analytical reports to the schools. including detailed interpretations
of their test results. not only for class groups but for many of their
individual pupils.

The second is the use of comprehensive cumulative records, not of
test results alone. but records arranged in such a way that test results
are related to. and interpreted in the light of, much other information
about individual pupils.

The third of these is continuous research on the values of the tests,
and publication of the results, with the us of as few technical terms as
possible, so that the selioAs would be apprised of both the values and
the weaknesses in the instruments used. and would be stimulated to
ask the test publishers for improved measures.

These three emphases, under Dr. Traxler's dynamic leadership, mainly
account, for the gratifying growth of the Educational Records Bureau.

It is a pleasant duty to pay homage to those who are not only advo-
cating the production of better tests but are unceasingly slaving at the
most difficult of all testing chores, that is. the writing of test items that
with increasing accuracy and fullness measure the dimensions of in-
telligence. learning. and personality that we need to have measured for
the greater conservation of human resources and the greater happiness
of all individuals during and after school days. Those whose unremitting
efforts are bringing us closer to this goal are, in my view. the real heroes
of the testing movement. 11thongh I still occasionally try my hand at
this basic task. recently even to the point of playing with palindromes
fur a projected language test, I confess that for many years I have quite
fallen away from this onerous type of work. My own fall is quite un-
important. but I do regret to find that. in devoting myself to softer
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kinds of jobs, I am still not without good company from the ranks of
former test makers!

While offering homage to the many devoted workers in various
programs and in various institutions, it is a particular pleasure to con-
gratulate President Chauncey and his staff in Educational Testing
Service on their leadership, on the high professional level at which their
test construction is being done, and on their broad research program,
which amply justify the high hopes of the architects, founders and
supporters of Educational Testing Service.

My concluding remarks may be epitomized by reminding you that
the cumulative educational record form which we prepared for the
American Council on Education in 1928 allocated more than three-
fourths of its space to information other than test results. This propor-
tion in the allocation of space to records of behavior other than on
paper-and-pencil tests still seems reasonable to me. I have neither the
time nor the talent to discuss Ludwig Bolk's conclusion that in the proc-
ess of human evolution Man had been arrested at the level of growth
of the embryo of an ape, or the more recent argument of Lucien Cuenot
that Man is "an example of neoteny in a chimpanzee or gorilla," or
the still more recent opinion of Professor Carleton S. Coon that "The
Neolithic mentality is still with us in most of the world, a social co-
elacanth on the beach of time and an impediment to global peace and
unity." But we do not need the authority of these gifted students of
anthropology and evolution to convince us of the critical importance
of devoting more time and effort to the study of human behavior. Since
one of the most productive workers in our field in now heading a project
in the behavioral sciences, I would like to express the confident hope,

which I am sure we all share, that Ralph Tyler and other students of
human behavior will forge ahead far enough to improve Man's basic
education, and fast enough for Man's survival through the age of the
hydrogen bomb.
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Participants
Robert G. Bernreuter, Richard Hill Byrne, S. S. Dunn, Hanna F.

Faterson, Warren G. Findley, John C. Flanagan, E. Z. Friedenberg,
Newman L. Hoopingarner, Morris Krugman, Irving Lorge, James L.
MacKay, Gardner Murphy, Edward Silverberg.

DR. MacKAY: It looks to me as though Dr. Murphy was just burst-
ing with some things to say during that last paper. I wonder if he was.

CHAIRMAN LORGE: They are doing personality appraisals out

there in the audience.
DR. MURPHY: I think Dr. MacKay saw me taking notes. I can

throw this either to you or Dr. Krugman, depending on the mood. I
wonder if I was more optimistic or less nihilistic about the actual state

of personality testing.
It might be interesting to see what you think of the realistic pos-

sibilities of four types of things I put down. First, what do we think
about following one projective test systematically with procedural
variations within a population with new types of cross - checks year by

year, the way McClelland has used the TAT? Should we say this is
simply a way of testing a test, or should we conclude that something
about the basic validity of our personality theory is obtainable from
this sort of thing?

Second. what do we think about the attempts to develop projective

tests into a more standardized and objective form, like the attempt of
Wayne Holtzman today that we make the Rorschach into a systematic

and pretty objective test? Third, what do we think about the success
of Witkin and his collaborators in systematic comparison of experi-
mental procedures with projective procedures? I have particularly in
mind your life situation of children in relation to field dependence.

Fourth, what do we think of straight laboratory procedures, like
George Klein's studies, as ways of getting at personality dimensions

under tightly systematic safeguarding of experimental procedures?
Would you be willing to take a minute or two and talk on one of

t hose?
1)11. KRUGMAN: We are here for the rest of the day. First, I hope

I (lid not appear nihilistic. I was trying to present my own experience

and the feeling of many people that the simple approaches to personality

do not yield the desired results. I hope I am optimistic about training
clinicians, using all the knowledge of the basic sciences and all of their
training, using the best method of research, combining the two and
not looking for scores or quotients or profiles or simple techniques, but
looking at personality and its complexity.
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Let's say in this situation as in the study you mentioned earlier,
Dr. Murphy, that the teaching situation or the graduate student situ-
ation is considered in relation to certain members of the faculty. The
question becomes: flow do these students react to particular faculty
members in particular situations?

In any approach, the follow-through systematically and chrono-
logically is the kind of approach we are all pleading for and hoping for,
rather than the panacea to give us a very rapid picture, or give us
nothing at all in the ultimate.

ClIAIRNIAN LORGE: I would like to suggest that some of the
questions Dr. Murphy has proposed are questions that, some of you
ought to discuss. I would like to remind you that F. L. Wells, in his
textbook, put a tremendous amount of emphasis on the Army Alpha.
not so much on the test, but rather in the course of working with many
individuals over many years he developed an understanding and a feel
of how Alpha went with certain kinds of broad behaviors. The very
fact that the test went with broad behaviors suggested that Alpha was
a useful instrument. Ile found difficulty in communicating his ideas
about Alpha to other clinicians.

The problem becomes one of why arc such intuitive and valid judg-
ments so difficult to transmit? The test maker has been working over
the years trying to find an instrument which will simplify diagnosis in
terms of interpretation. I think the line suggested is one that would be
of great value. If you worked with the same test with many individuals
and made conscientious follow-ups, you would be surprised at how much
you could lean].

Are there further questions or discussions?

DR. REBNREUTER: I have recently madirr3ery crude estimate
of the number of people who would be required to carry out psycho-
logical services that seemed to be demanded by the general populace
in America. A very crude estimate indicates practically every person
in America with an IQ over 130 would be required in the field of psy-
chology if all the work that needs to he done is to be done by people
with Ph.D. degrees. That, to me, is a very sobering fact. I am not at
all in sympathy with the concept that says you should not try to
develop an instrument that can be used by a person who does not have
a Ph.D. degree. I think it is extremely important to us that we do have
instruments that can be used by assistants.

I think that when the younger people in our profession are given the
impression that it is foolhardy or unwise to work on an instrument that
can be used by someone without a Ph.D. degree they are being misled.
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I think a disservice is being done to psychology when any young person
is discouraged from attempting to work in a field which would result
in an instrument that could be used by someone without a Ph.D. degree.

CHAIRMAN LORGE: I have one hope that people like Bob will
have taken their own tests systematically at two-year intervals to see
what the impact of the external situation is on the internal dynamics.

DR. FRIEDENBERG: I would like to address this to Dr. Murphy.
whether he sees any specific promise in the sortof approach that William
Stephenson has published and advocated. It seems to me that in that
you do have a systematic way of going about two of the specific goals
that you mentioned, one, designing the external situation into your
experimental study so that you are, in fact, examining an interaction
rather than a set of traits, and two, providing a basis for examining
your orthogonal effects, so that they just don't crop up out of the data,
but in response to hypotheses that are included in your experimental

design.

DR. AI WIN] Y: I am very sympathetic and very enthusiastic about
this approach. I think it is relatively untried, but it makes a lot of sense
it, offering an opportunity for clinical people to get together with
sophisticated non-clinical people in a procedural way, and work back
and forth. They learn a lot from each other. I have seen this work where
the statisticians were rather naive clinically and the clinicians naive

statistically.
DR. BYLINE: I address this question to Dr. Krugman. 1 wonder if

he has any comment to make about Mead's recent work in which he
says, I think this would be a safe generalization to make, that when it

comes to statistical or clinical prediction, the statistical operator can
predict personality as well as or better than the clinician. I gather Dr.
Krugan was perhaps being negative about the statistical approach
through the use of present measurements. and was favoring a greater
emphasis on the elinic,iT ,r ,,roach.

I wonder if you woule ha , a comment about Meehl's study.

DR. KRI NI AN: ce met at all sure that the statistical approach
gives us a better diagnosis or a better picture of personality. What we
are sure of is that, using the criteria established statistically, we seem
to get better results if the test user is clinically trained. I say we are
just as weak in the clinical field as in the other, and 1 am not defending
it. The point I make is that we have no evidence that in either case

we have really been able to appraise personality to the others' satis-
faction on a group basis.

6 7
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Apparently in the clinic situation, when the clinician correlates data,
not mathematically but on a case to case basis, with the judgment of
the clinician, with the judgment of the life situation, with the total case
study, and with prognosis in terms of what happens to a specific indi-
vidualof course we are faced with disturbed individuals, tooit
seems to stand up a little better than simple instruments, but that
isn't saying very much.

Obviously, we have not reached our goals in either category, and
much more work needs to be done. I cannot accept the proposition so
far that anybody has developed any clinical instillment that gives you
complete satisfaction when used with groups.

The Eysenk study of therapeutic procedures, you will recall, proved
that it doesn't make much difference whether the therapy is done by a
general practitioner, psychologist. psychiatrist or psychoanalyst, the
net result seemed to be the same. In research, the clinical approach
often fares no better than the statistical.

CHAIRMAN LORGE: The antagonists in the argument "statistical
versus the clinical" ought to include in the family the mathematical
statisticians. They have not yet given us methods of relating a complex
diagnostic indicator to complex criteria, i.e., our criteria are not yet
established, Any time that anybody takes a simplex criterion, such as
success, adjustment, duration of therapy, and takes a number of vari-
ables to relate them to such a simplex, you will find that the statistics
are necessarily inadequate because the method is multiple correlation.
If, however, you were to ask "what about a complex criterion?" (which
is what life is), it isn't simple. This proposes a problem for which we
do not have the tools, we seem to lack the requisite methods. That is.
we need something that goes beyond our current conceptionalization
of mind. This is where Dr. Murphy's presentation is so germane, because
it does give us certain indication of direction.

I think in the same terms Dr. 1:ragman's statement to us is, "where
are we and what are the possibilities for going some place else?" I am
sure that in this audience there must be people who have thought as
Dr. Kragman and Dr. Murphy have, who have more positive things to
say than have already been sal.

1)11. FLANAGAN: In searching for criteria for use in prediction
studies in a variety of fields including educational achievement, military
and civilian aviation, and children's personal and social development.
I have come to the conclusion that Sir Francis Galtons idea proposed
nearly eighty years ago is a very sound one. Ile proposed that we make
daily observations on people's behavior, and that these be described
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us objectively as 1)ossilde in written records and tabulations. Through
the use of such N cmatically collected performance records a truly
valid and predictable criterion can be obtained. By maintaining these
records in a form in which the inferences of the observer are reduced

to a minimum we have the basis fur developing a set of useful instru-
meats that the younger psychologists can use for prediction studies
involving whatever variety of procedure they choose to use whether it

be objective. projective. or subjective.
DR. FINDLEY: 1, I have listened to the speakers. they all seem

to be agreed that this matter of appraising and di ;ding with personality
is very eomplev. I feel that we are now reaching a conclusion that this
complevity of appr rising personality with tests verges on the order of
the ampievity of a problem that we haven't done much about. what
I would call the area of preventive mental health programs. I wonder

whether one of the 11)11r111`41011S might be. not the one that Dr. Vern-

renter has suggested. of going an. striving valiantly to make more and
better measures than can be used by persons with less facility, but
perhaps trying to commarticate to a larger and larger body of school
administrators. school teachers. parents and others, the rudiments of

the ideas about personality that seem to underlie our difficulty in
making simple instruments.

I wonder if either of the speakers would rare to comment on that as

an alternative approach.

Dlt. kN: There you inject quite a different problem. There

.11w ys will be the problem of diagaosis regardless of how much preven-

tion is done. Nly comment ;,,ti that question would be something like
this: That in this field of personalit y appraisal. we art probably now at

the stage where physics was before the advent of atomic physics. We
thought we knew evactly what. matter was; we knew it had its limita-
tions, it was static and stable. Suddenly we are in an upheaval, All our
notions are dispelled. and matter isn't at all what it was

I think right now we are at the opening of an era where we are beginning

to understand a little more about what personality is, and from that.
1 think. will stem better approaches to the measurement of personality.

FATEBSON! titling back to a point raised previously. I am

one of those soft-headed psychohazish who feel that a good deal ran be

learned from projective techniques. not only about the person with
whom one is working. but also about the instrumeut which one is using.

Dr. Lorge made a comment about Dr. F. L, Wells feeling that eve!'
the Army Alpha was an instrument with which you could learn more
about persons. It seems to ire that one difficulty with many of the
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studies on the validity of projmtive tests which lug continually being
reported is that such studies so often begin with a mechanical applica-
tion of traditional scoring schemes and interpretations- for example.
correlating the color score on the Ilorsehach with rulings of "extrufersion.-
awl linIH,fi, fm might lie expected. little or no relationship.

\or do I feel that a I). degree is any guarantee of the level of
work pirforined. I am reminded of a 1'11.1). student of 1)r. kruginatis
111., told me 'I know .ill about the liorsehach. 1 had a course %%ill' 1)r.
Krugritati.- I ani really quite cone( rued about the attitude of many
,,ollog people euterin;.: the held. Sonic hies, in the course of their training
in clinical wort. %%id' projective techniques, they develop the attitude
Ifi.tt -there are certain things to be learned; I will learn them, and use
thew: Nli Ire ert.:Iti%e peopl who have gone more deeply into ts.,

Tests. or p,' )ple who have irsed objective tests in the %1 ay in %\ Dr.
\Sells 41;111 the 1111 klplia, are in a position to look for new ways of
understanding the imiterial, and thus to put validation studies on a
own' ynbstilntI ii h,i,is.

III reading publisbed reports of v;didation studi s. I am also often
disturbed by Ili, fact that interpretations made by psychologists of very

vriid level,: of competence and insight are pooleil together. The results
ut4:111 perhaps be different if psycli(ifogists selected for subtlety of
understanding and fle.ibility of approach served 115 interpreters. If the
11lst14111 criteria al- reveivt d serious attention, we would be on the
w:, to biller S11111/1,.

11t- 114 )4 )1'1 (; \It \ Elt. It II) 11/I' that line of the
to in' IA.." to 1114,1o. Atli!) Id and

for 1114 king and e% dilating persoo.dity should be specific resean-li to
,t.d,ii,h criteria .In wh:lt \\ I. rnigbl 1.;111 \ broadly sace,-,s or satis-

rafiwy 11, i/11. 1:.11 11111E2:11 t 116 gill II:IV I. Ill (111;111g1' riteria from
/imp Ili we 1%,hlull haVe imietliing that at least \\as defined its
clo.el% .1, po.,ible. and by checking. our various instruments against
111se 1 riteia II.I\ . ,tanthrilitatitm, siuite real basis for
I .,1111,a1,o11 and -.owe bsi, for jlithroicot ilk ho 111)W 14.'1

V, ,, if. 111.1.0 frt been ,1 woli accomplished in the way of
1.11,1111111:.: of 4711061)n. cniteria. to judge by. Before \\
I1111 MAO .in gre.11 .nnourit of I Id there 11.0 1)1. gone !hill_
definite (kilt to e,1.1111111 criteria, fill.' s, like II/ Call iierS?

1)11, 1)1 NN: I ;lc, Nutidering Spl'IikITN would care to
41ii the idIA 111.11 ling lip criterion. we (flight Often

arcept the test scores a, an measure and shirt to vary the

7()
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situation and say that we Understand what happens when you vary
the situation and reuse the sign test. I think where you make a reading
test, you make some sort of change in the reading techniques and then
reuse the sign test, and you will get a better understanding of the
reading process. Wouldn't it. be possible in personality not to talk about
some sort of external criterion, but to use the test itself and the shifts
in the test and vary the situation so that in that way there is a better
understanding?

DR. NIFIIIIY: That is what. I had in mind in referring to McClel-
land's work, which I believe is an example of the suggested procedure.

MR. SILVERBERG: Haven't we readied the stage in the field of
personality study. where we could approach these problems more
maturely by setting up an organization or foundation, to do the same
job for us that similar foundations have accomplished in other areas?
This organization could set up rimy series of studies using cross-
discipline and the4wetiian-practitioner teams. Studies could be assigned
arbitrarily to institutions, with assigned goals and periods of duration.
I 'sing our own rich human resources, we can then follow these studies
over years of testing and practice, and arrive at more valid conclusions
than we seem to be arriving at now.

CILAIR M AN LNIG : This is a suggestion that. I think I made:
a man ought to test himself. When I \vas naive and young I rated myself
on a large number of aptitudes, because I thought I would get a fellow-
ship at Staoford. I never sent the application, but every two years
I rated myself. I want to tell you by my self-appraisal I made progress.

Th.. suggestion k reasonable: if we could only follow-up the behavior
of youngsters, or oldsters.. as the case may be, who have been tested.
we may get a ossl deal of information. The difficulty is that this in-
formation is ni,t easily accessible.

I have a set of records on the Strong Interest Blank, from a group of
WPA workers. who took the blank a week apart, thirty days apart, a
year apart. two years apart, and then WPA went apart. Yet there is
something in those records of potential significance, e.g.. consistency
Over tinge, over the Spill. which is astonishing. Sixty-six per cent. of the
lien's are relatively unchanged over time.

We have the suggestion that Dr. NIurphy has made to us, that this
is One way. 1.1)11i1Willr. the Sallie instrument in a longitudinal study in
which you ask what happens to the instrument? The other approach
k to use the illStrIlltillt as N1cLIelland does to see what happens to the
instrument as a consequence of changes in condition. This is essentially
what Skinner is doing. Ile takes a given method anti keeps on working
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with it until he can understand it fully. That is Skinner's methodology;
if used the way he is using it and the way other people are using it, you
will know much more about how people behave in a specific problem.

Are there any other comments for the good of the cause? May I then
thank both Dr. Murphy and Dr. Krugman for the wisdom that they
have given us.
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The CurriculumThen and Now

RALPH W. TYLER

Any effort to review the development during the past fifty years of
the school curriculum of the United States encounters a confusing
complexity. This is not due alone, or even primarily, to the fact that
we have no centralized control of education in this country, although
it is true that the variations among the forty-eight states are easily
marked. These local variations are less pronounced than are the dif-
ferences of another sort.

One may analyze the development of curriculum theory, that is, the
statements of rationale for the curriculum and the related discussions

rwhich seek to explain it and to make it more cohe.l t and systematic.
One may examine the work of the persons and grout* lo have designed
courses of study and prepared curriculum guides. 04 may assemble
reports of the curriculum in operation in certain schools to obtain a
picture of what teachers are actually teaching at a given time in the
few schools on which this kind of report is available. These three reviews
will give quite different content, yet each is a significant aspect of the
American school curriculum.

Another factor in the complexity of this topic arises from the un-
usually comprehensive definition of the term "curriculum" which is
currently employed in American educational circles. The term is not
limited in this country. as it commonly is abroad, to refer to the outline
of the content to be taught but is used to include all of the learning of
students which is planned by and directed by the school to attain its
educational goals. This inclusive definition covers the formulation of
educational objectives. the planning. use and organization of learning
experiences, and the appraisal of student learning. It also includes not
only the learning activities carried on in the classroom and laboratory
but also those at home or in extra-curriculum situations insofar as these
are planned and directed by the school to attain its aims. The line drawn
between the curriculum and other activities of the students is that which
separates activities designed by the school to contribute to educational
ends from those which are provided for recreation or for other purposes
or are not part of the school's plan. It is true that the current definition
of the curriculum is a more adequate one for thinking about, for planning
and for conducting an educational program, but it does mean that a
review of the curriculum must include a larger range of matters than

7j
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would be required if the definition were limited to the outline of content
to be taught.

To bring my task into manageable size. I have chosen to focus atten-
tion on the development of curriculum theory over the past lift y years
with occasional comments on the ways in which courses of study and
curriculum guides diverge from the accepted rationale and with still
fewer occasional connneots on the discrepancies between teaching prac-
tices and curriculum theory. To simplify this complex review still further,
we shall examine each of three major aspects of the curriculum in turn.
treating the formulation of educational objectives. the selection of
learning experiences, and the organization of learning experiences. Al-
though the evaluation of the effectiveness of the currieulum is co inmonly
included as an aspect of the curriculum itself, I shall not discuss it since
the two following papers deal with this subject.

The Formulation of Educational Objectives

A major step in mast theories of curriculum development is the
formulation of the educational objectives of the school, that is, the
goals to be artseined by its educational program. To be sure, this is not
an appropriate step in John Dewey's educational philosophy in which the
direction of learning is guided by careful consideration of the quality
of the learning experiences. Insofar as the learning experiences provide
for vont inuit y and int (Tart ion, in Dewey's terms the program is effective.
His philosophy does not involve a distinction between ends and means.
But the other chief leaders of American curriculum thought emphasize
the importance of clear objeetives as the basis for planning the learning
experiences and appraising the results.

Since the him of the century there have been several marked changes
connected with the formulation of the objectives of the school. One of
the most obvious has been the changed conception of the nature of
educational objectives. The dominant educational psychology in 1900
was based on the theory of formal discipline and expressed in terms of
-faculty F):,,yclmlogy." The mind had certain faculties such as memory
and reason which could be trained or disciplined by proper exercise.
The objectives of the sellout were slated in terms of the fi7ulti....s to be
trained. and the learning experiences were those exercises iu wlaic ±t these
faculties were engaged on content particularly rich in opportunities for
memorization. reasoning, and the like. Certain subjects by the very
nature of their form and content were superior means for cultivation
of these faculties. Language. particularly Latin, for example, was a
superior subject because the learning of it, required the exercise of
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memory, while its grammatical structure provided exercise in orderly
reasoning.

With the decreasing acceptance of the theory of formal discipline
and the elimination of faculty psychology, the prevailing view became
increasingly behavioral. Learning was then conceived as the acquisition
of patterns of behavior which the student had not previously followed.
flurnan behavior was defined quite generally to include all the reactions
of an individual. his thinking, feeling, acting.

Educational objectives are now couched in behavioral terms. An
objective is a statement of a kind of behavior pattern which the school
seeks to have the student develop. In the first flush of behavioral con-
cepts, roughly from 1918 to 1925. the objectives were comonly stated
in highly specific tennis, such as ability to add 2 plus 3. ability to use
the indefinite article "an,- ability to spell "believe," ability to recall
the atomic weight of sulphur. This was a naturd corollary to the pre-
vailing associationist theory in the psychology of learning, Every
number combination. for example, was viewed as a different stimulus
to which the student was to learn an appropriate response. This extreme
view led to the listing of nearly three thousand specific objectives for
arithmetic, and nearly Iwo thousand for English. A student had attained
the goals of the curriculum when be had learned to make the appropriate
responses I() all of the specific stimuli, that is. when all of these in-
outi%erahle objectives had been reached.

Ily 1925. this view of objectives had largely fallen of its own weight.
On the side ()I' the teacher it required keeping in mind far too many
goals to be remembered. and on the side of the student, it denied the
development of generalized behavior patterns which quite obviously
were developing. The formulation of other theories of learning which
look into account the phenomenon of generalized behavior provided
terms in which educational objectives have commonly been stated since
1930. For example. in 1936 the DeFirtent of Superintendence of the
National Education Ass(iation published a yearbook on -The Social
Strobes Curriculum.- Among he )bject ives suggested were: (pp. 320-3.10)

I. Acquisition of important information
2. Familiarity with technical vocabulary
3. Familiarity with dependable sources of information on current

social issues
I. Immunity to malicious propaganda
5, Facility in interpreting social science data
6. Facility in applying significant farts and principles to social

problems of daily life
7. Skill in investigating social science problems
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8. Interest in reading about social problems and in discussing them
9. Sensitivity to current social problems

10. Interest in human welfare
11. The habit of working cooperatively with others
12. The habit of collecting and considering appropriate evidence be-

fore making important social decisions
13. Attitudes favorable to social improvement
These obviously present a conception of generalized behavior. How-

ever, although they avoid the piecemeal aims of highly specific objec-
tives, they may be as limited in their value for guiding teaching as the
earlier statements of objectives in terms of faculties to be developed
unless each of these thirteen objectives is clearly enough defined to
have meaning for the teacher so that he can easily think of concrete
illustrations of the general aims. The developments since 1935 in the
conception of the nature of educational objectives have largely focused
on defining in concrete terms aims which are expressed at a similar
level of generality as those above. These efforts have been applied to
defining the kind of behavior implied by such general terms as "under-
standing," "applying principles to concrete problems," "ability to
interpret reading material," and to indicating the range of content to
which each kind of behavior is to be applied. Thus, the objective "to
develop understanding of the basic concepts of physiology" has been
defined from the standpoint of behavior and of content. The behavior
"understanding" is defined as "the ability to recall the concepts. to
state them in one's own words, to give illustrations of them, to recognize
illustrations given by others. and to compare and contrast related con-
cepts." The content termed "the basic concepts of physiology" is defined
by listing some two score concepts which these curriculum makers have
selected as basic to this science. This kind of definition helps greatly
to clarify the aims of the curriculum so that they can actually be
utilized in planning and conducting an educational program in terms
of the prevailing conception of the psychology of learning.

A second marked change in the objectives of the An,Tican school
curriculum has been in the sources used to derive the a=ais. To some
extent all of the five major sources have been used ' ik-riod of
American history but at a given time certain sour.: v. :-Im!inant in
their influence while others are given only minor attention. Between
1900 and 1918. the judgments of subject specialists and the prevailing
conception of the psychology of learning were dominant in formulating
objective's. At the high school level, the Committee of Ten used sub-
committees of mathematicians, historians, language scholars, and the
like to outline the objectives of secondary school instruction in these
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fields. Although the prevailing educational philosophy had already
emphasized knowledge and skill for the layman as a major aim of the
American high school, this was given little attention in deciding on
objectives. No studies were made of the needs of society nor of the
needs of students to help in identifying appropriate objectives.

As a result of the success of job analysis in building vocational cur-
ricula during World War 1, the process of formulating objectives from
1918 to 1933 leaned heavily upon job analyses, activity analyses, word
counts and other techniques for identifying the demands made on the
individual by contemporary social life. At this time, curriculum makers
also gave attention to the notions of educational psychologists as to
what behaviors could 1w taught. However, during this period little
attention was given to the prevailing social and educational philosophy
regarding the characteristics of the good man :tad the good society. The
opinions of subject specialists were given nandh less weight than in the
previous period.

From 1933 to studies of children and youth served as a major
source of suggestioLA for objectives. With an emphasis upon the re-
sponsibility of the school for meeting the needs of children and youth,
curriculum commissions drew upon child- study data and reports of
adolescent studies to derive objectives. This largely coincided with the
prevailing emphasis in educational philosophy and to some extent the
work of educational psychologists was used. But the use of studies of
social demands was notably less than in the decade previous while the
opinions 1.4 subject specialists played a very minor role.

Since the Second World War, the shift in emphasis among the five
kinds of sources has been marked.' Primary attention is currently given
to the opinions of subject specialists, particularly in mathematics and
science. Very little weight is currently given to studies of the learner.
but the specialists are asked to outline what they believe to he important
p4dential contributions of their fields which will be of value to laymen

well as persons planning to specialize in the field. In this respect the
emphasis is dilTerent from that. in 1900. Today some attention is also
being given to an examination of social demands, and to a lesser extent.
to the current conception of the psychology of learning. NIuch less use
is made ttglay of studies of the learner than was true fifteen years ago.
In general, the shifts which have taken place in the primary sources
used to ,',.rive educational objectives most closely parallel the changes
which can easily be seen in the statements of objectives appearing in
courses of study and in curriculu guides. Because the actual practice
of tea, hing depends so largely on the !la bits and outlooks of the thousands
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of American school teachers, the shifts in practice are not so easily
discerned.

A third marked change has been in the range of objectives which the
American schools have not only accepted for themselves but have
actively championed. At the turn of the century there was a sharp
difference between the claims made regarding the schools' general con-
tribution in promoting citizenship and character and the working
objectives of the curriculum which were focused on knowledge and
skills and intellectual discipline. The development of many basic atti-
tudes, values, interests and habits was recognized as a primary function
of the home and church, and for those habits, attitudes and skills
relevant to work the employer was expected to play a strong role. The
school today commonly lists the whole range of educational goals re-
quired for the induction of young people into effective adulthood. It
includes objectives relating to home life, personal-social relations, civic
life, occupations, and the like. It includes not only knowledge and
intellectual abilities but interests, attitudes, social and recreational
skills. Frequently, too, there is no indication of relative weighting.
Developing social skills and a cooperative attitude appear to be viewed
as jobs as important for the school as developing understanding of
basic concepts of science and the social studies or the acquisition of
the skills involved in reading.

Since the level of learning required of people today is a high one, a
major problem in education is to select wisely among all the possible
goals the important tasks which the school can do well and to con-
centrate its energies effectively. Since the total educational job is very
great, the home, the church, the employer and the other potential
educative agencies of the corn m nity need to be encouraged and strength-
ened to take their share while the school concentrates on the things it
can do best, and in many cases the things that only the school can do.
Hence. the present shift in school objectives is toward a more dis-
criminating selection, toward the kinds of learning which involve intel-
lectual skills, which require sequential experiences to reach the necessary
level of competence, which involve concepts and principles that are not
apparent on the surface and for this reason are not likely to be learned
through the guidance of laymen. This shift is likely to reduce the great
range of objectives, and to diminish the emphasis upon social adjust-
ment. and similar ;;oats which fail to recognize the importance of in-
dividuality and individual creativity in responding to experiences and
in solving problems. The increasing emphasis upon understanding and
thinking us kinds of objectives, with lessened stress upon attitudes and
habits as primary goals, may help to revive the conception of the
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individual who controls his feelings and actions in terms of his knowledge
and thought rather than one who simply seeks to express "acceptable"
attitudes and feelings and to do the "proper" thing. This is a shift in
objectives which will be interesting to observe.

The Selection of Learning Experiences

Among the changes taking .place in the learning experiences provided
by the American schools, those in the prevailing, notions of the nature
of learning experiences are particularly significant. At the beginning of
this century, the term was not used. Exercises, assignments, examples,
problems were the words commonly employed to designate the learning
tasks set for students outside of the class session, while the term "reci-
tation" was used to refer to the oral responses expected of the student
in the class. No mention was made of the student's mental reactions
in the class, although it was clear that he was expected to pay attention.
that is, to watch mid listen to the teacher's presentations. When I began
to teach more than thirty-five years ago. we had to file lesson plans for
each week in advance. These plans outlined the content to be covered,
what the teacher expected to do and the out-of-class assignments to
be made. The focus of planning was on the teacher.

John Dewey and other educational leaders gave wide publicity to
the increasing psychological evidence that learning could be most readily
interpreted in terms of what the learner was doing. It was his reactions
that he learnednot the teacher's. The teacher's role was to stimulate,
guide and reward the learner as he carried on the behavior which the
school sought to teach him. This view placed attention upon the ac-
tivity of the learner as the basic factor in attaining educational goals.
By 1925, both writings of theorists arid curriculum guides were com-
monly using the term "learning activities" to refer to the basic elements
of the teaching-learning situation. Cour-.,s of study were listing reading
activities, listening activities, study activities arid laboratory activities
in outlining the day-by-day program of the school.

By 1935, curriculum writers were pointing out certain limitations in
the concept of learning activity. For example, two students might both
he reading an historic account of the California "Gold Rush," yet each
might be carrying on quite different mental reactions and making
different emotional responses. One might be thinking of the excitement
and challenge involved in the long wagon haul the pioneers made in
crossing the country, thrilling himself as he imagined the Indian en-
counters. The other might be thinking of the rough, lawless life of the
early mining community, wondering why people would leave the com-
forts of civilization to live in such trying conditions. In terms of the
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course of study, both were engaged in the same learning activity but
each was having a different experience and to that extent was learning
something different. This kind of analysis led to the adoption of the
term "learning experience" to refer to the reactions of the student in
the situation. In 1936, Dewey's book on Education and Experience
clarified this concept further by emphasizing the notion that "experi-
ence" involves the interaction of the individual with the situation.
This interaction involves some mutual effects, the individual modifying
his reactions in terms of the demands of the situation and he also
modifying the situation through his reaction to it. Today, almost all
curriculum writers use the term "learning experience" and they seek to
plan the learning situation so as to give direction to the experience the
student has, that is, to his internal perception of the situation and his
own interaction with it. 'ntis requires consideration of what the learner
brings to the situation, what it will mean to him, how he is likely to
respond to it mentally. emotionally and in action.

Beginning with James and Thorndike and exercising increasing
influence in recent years is the conception of the learning situation as
one which should provide ior certain essential conditions of learning.
Thorndike's earlier work emphasized two conditionsexercise and affect.
Current curriculum guides mention such conditions as motivation, op-
portunity for practice, guidance of desired behavior, provision of satis-
faction when desired behavior is elicited, and the like. Hence, some of
the current courses of study are pointing out the need to consider these
conditions in seleeing the learning experiences for a particular class
group from a larger list of suggested ones.

A second marked change in learning experiences can be found in
their range. Although the Floyd movement had influenced forward-
looking American schools in the late 1800's to introduce manual training,
not as vocational training but as a means of "learning through the
hands." most of the learning exercises employed at the turn of the
century were verbal ones. Listening aid reciting, reading and writing
represented the ways .of learning the "academic subjects," except for
the laboratory periods in high school science. Even the laboratory
exercises were heavily verbal, with detailed instructions in the manual
and a formal plan for writing up each "experiment." Map work in
geography and field work in hi, '!y were strongly recommended by
the writers of the period from 19' 915. Most courses of study advised
having children make maps and locate points of geographic interest on
them. At this time, too, high school botany courses typically required
the student to collect and identify fifty or more plants.
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By 1910, high school agriculture was widely offered in rural areas.
These were first courses to introduce the project, or "student initiated''
enterprise, which, it was hoped, would help him to understand and to
apply the knowledge he was gaining in the course. The use of projects

-spread to other fields and to the elementary school, thus providing a
much wider range of learning experiences than schools had commonly
used. The writers who urged the introduction of projects conceived of
them asinvolvig a range of experiences as broad as life itself, but in the
actual use of projects in the schools, activities involving the construction
of objects have been predominant. Many teachers think of a project
as making, growing, or producing, sonic physical object. The extended
inquiry which Dewey thought had largest potentialities as an educa-
tional project is rarely found. The intellectual learning experiences are
frequently quite minor to the physical manipulations required to com-
plete a "construction project."

During the depression, with its great reduction in opportunities for
remunerative work for youth, many secondary school leaders recom-
mended the addition of work experience to the high school program.
Although only a small minority of high schools introduced work ex-
perience as part of the curriculum, some developed well-planned pro-
grams which involved using a wide variety of work activities as means
for attaining educational objectives related to science, social studies,
mathematics and English as well as vocational fields.

The greatest impetus to extending the range of learning experiences
has been the technological developments in communication. Latitern
slides were in use at the turn of the century but were not found in many
schools. At, best they served only to extend the number of pictures
which could be employed. to add concreteness, or to give variety to
the teacher's presentation. The perfection of the [notion picture, how-
ever, made it possible to analyze movements, to show time and space
relationships much more graphically and to increase the sense of reality
in dealing with many subjects which require vicarious treatment. The
Addition of fire sound track heightened the sense of reality and added
another dimension of analysis. lire sound-slide film gave some of the
features of the sound motion picture in a more economical form. but it
lacked the distinctive assets of motion. The television set made possible
instantaneous viewing of events in in fashion much like the motion
picture but with a further sense of the reality of the event, due to the
viewer realizing that it, is taking place at the same time he is seeing it.
These technological developments have gone far in removing the physical
limitations to providing as wide a range of learning experiences in the
school as those of life outside. But much of the comprehensive, effective
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de% elopment of these potntialities lies ahead. l'hey still represent a
small per rent ,f the learning experiences provided by Arri. schools.

The -election of learning experiences so as to provide for it .livitlual
difference, aillorif.: students is another respect in which changes have
1;11.01 place in the last fifty years. Attention to individual differences
has 1 en accentuated 1)y two factors: the psychological studies %%hich
ha% identified doe extent of differences among schools, among classes
ond among 1111(11'11k OW saint- class: and the increased visibility of

indi%idli.ol differences brought about by the enrollment in the school
o heterogeneous ethnic g-oups CLI:::;eS. 'There

%% to otellers nom %%110 I fail to recognize a variety of differences among
the -toolciiI, in their cla,ses differences affect interests, meanings,
, floor!. ,o.of cullrotrle, in school %ork.

To, pica( de% ices to pro% ide fur differences among students have in-
aolaiolation, i the time given for completing learning exercises.

i.f ,triiiti4)1H in. the eNII,er; theIll!stINVA, or both. I he tir,t type of
;1(1,1p:idiom requirc,;;I plan fu students to %%ork at varying rates..kmong
the o :.f ole%elopments %%re the San Fran(isco. 1)alton p.!1,1 1linnetka

:111 1 hio, imol%cil organizing Ille school day into two parts.
olle for groap activity and the other for individual %%ork. These plans

required the development of a !4f.rits of assignments Kith full dlrlr-
I i1 on paper ^I) that tilt 1111,11tS nild %,,rk illdiVid11:11S on different

ig-nrnint: it Ihe Sallie tittle. .1,4 a student took an assignment it
became his contract %%hidh he undertook to finish before he %%rut III;

;111(dh,A. as,ignito.lit in tho.s;lino. field. lle might. therefore. com-
plte his assizionent much earlier or much later than the average.

kohoptiotion, of the learning. experiences thernseftes \Art.(' first lond
o f.111-, .1 ':(1% %%hid' marked sooillc ,)11* Ils 400.1 cktS thiki hi be

quif.,1 of .111 student, and (others as optional for the better studeats.
11% I'd 5. this %%.1, common .imong \met-iron schools. Icy 1923. a number

o iti, , had introduced ability grouping in %%hidh the course of ,tuil%
is diffelentiated in such fields a.; reading and arillun tie into three

the superioor, the a%ci;igt ,low% sections. These three
ot,o,es of .11141y ditrvred the time provided fur learning exercises and

to ,1 \ III ,,,,Iwv,ir ihi rVeldill;:. HIV ;11111)1110

dt.;ding %%Oh prm,nal ;Ind social :trth 'dies of children %%ois
;der in the slo%% sections, %%lod the adult material %%iis grv;It the

,ulterior sectil,104. arithmetic, more concrete objects Were counted
,11 11 compared in the slow% sections than in (he 401 ;'4.

individual projects was :114.1) .11 Of 1(1:110111:4 to the
iudi iiiii:11 student's interest and 111)ility. This %vas recoman !oiled in
courses (,i study as early :e4 14415. Learning (Acre!,(, carri..41 utt1 by
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Sinai! gla.1111; trill ter tcrl %vre fast employe(' in the hate 1809's
to compensate for inadequate laboratory equipment. The api;.tratti:
v.as insufficient to provide opportunity for vt-ry student orking 111d1-

itlit;.11y t.l earn. ()tit the assignment. 1930. Num!l group projects
%% ere h. ing used mant 1,t)ols as a manageable means of providing
for nub% Altai (1;..lrnet-.. The projects !lietosl%-es could differ in the
rigor of the intellectual demands and t1:t. division of !abut. the
.nidents in -411rIll group could adapt F,Irthr to ht. .i and
interests of the ittdividual. I nortunatly all too ()II.. .!0est
learner ,:i%en :on hatich%or. %%hid) involved h..'

I,\ 015n. v,itt, dip pitblieation efi ret.a.-:.11 ijll '11)14)gY

of small ;rom1 s. olitt titers %%rr titr 1151 of

Irl'irjrCtS o, heighteping motivation arid in-
crasing the amount of meattitti.:ftli lt.!r".114r. '.1riivit Sitwi' N18. th
attention of ey'..atatittl.tt loaders l!, 1Ot used intreasingly on the edu-
cation ...lid( tit. This has led to emphasizing larnitez

\pt :.inees %%bid, rytire greater tuttlrsaaadi!,::. or skill. ral' ffIrrt than
11,11111 provided Ill the cotar. ,,f !....1;;(ly. It 1115

Ilt.v11.1) v,:wriorti tintt, can im Carried
;)idptalent %1114..
I lie most typical d% elopmef,t in the 1)::st 1%ettly tears found in

courses I .tiu Iii 1)1'11% id, for intli Ard differences iris been the listing
jor.tr 11111;;Ir cs.101 riences from %%11i,11 ;t given

teJclier ftet. sett, pa:G.111;11.1y appropriate for his class as a %%holt.
or for groops of ihtl1;iduls %%ithiti the The uniftum lesson 1)1;111
o t'o;t111l I %,litt I st.:rted :11no,1 unknot.vn tiov. Most

.,trieolnto irclud 1 tee select from among the
1.121', !wolf, it ieat t \per:. n,.es :red in the our,t of study
/hos, di, 1111% to student,-; %Cult 1, trying

t,1,;:i.a1:11. ;ail! :1,1111i.,.

'He I irg,rtii://6/,,t of Learning I.ri.rieares

involve patterns or behavior of such
otopleit 111,tt 11. can II. IlcrIrrircrl only gradually over onsitrabl

pei ;oil, 4. tarp.. I' (It" frarl Cr itiCally and Iii frlitkr.

11-1,,, 1htctirIct,rtr..11- ,11.rt I, all, Frir, t! :1

Ict% tlIc cicrIcc ,I1141 Ili
11. . . 0 these print iples in 1 - \ Ile I, ig 1( 'i'ii 10 I I t I foli,flilli,11:1

1,01/.11 .110110 It N;Ilitt \ of related evporienees 0\ tenditL: .1%41
tn.iny boors. If the de% elopment compl !whit% ior patterns as
these is left to isolated or unrelated periods of learnitn:. adeottat'.
tie nt is impossible. I fene e. a major 1,ha,e in building ;1 ulunl i. tat
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work out an organization of the many, many learning experiences re-
quired so that the student develops these complex behavior patterns
gradually, day by day, and relates them to others so as to have an
increasingly unified understanding, and a well integrated command of
essential skills.

The purpos, of organizing learning experiences is to maximize the
cumulative effect of the large nuniLer of learning experiences required
to develop complex behavior patterns. Three criteria are commonly
considered as standards to be met by a well organized curriculum.
namely. continuity, seque,.ce and integration. Continuity refers to the
reiteration Of the desired behavior through the many learning experi-
ences used. Sequence refers to the gradation of the learning so that each
subsequent experience not only builds on previous ones but goes beyond
in order to require a higher level of skill, or a broader or deeper degree
of understanding. Integration refers to the relation of what the student
is learning in one field to what he is 'earring at about the same time in
other fields. A broader and deeper understanding is facilitated by
omprehending the relation among the various concepts, facts and

principles behig studied. and a more adflitllite COMIllarld of basic skills
is achieved as ;lie o . 1 ,lion o f t ese skills to one another is seen.

One surprising fact about curriculum development in the last fifty
years has been the limited attention given to the theory of curriculum
organization. Other 111;111 the coi.ation-sense notions of these criteria
and of such rule-c)f-tlititlio prin.,:iples as "learning experiences should
proceed Iron that which k known to that which is unknown, from the
simple to the complex, from the easy to the difficult," no new formula-
tion; !lav been made since the time of Ilerbart and of James. This is
an area el ring for substantial theory to be tested in practice and to
provide a guid;! for practice.

%t the into, ;pyitic level. developments in ro..',11g and in the foreign
language. have been most marked. In reading, .4inttity and sequence
are ctimniaily achieved through carefully controlled vocabulary de-
vlopment, adding new words gradually and systematically-, and through
the control of sentence structure in the reading materials, beginning
with simple declarative sentences and moving gradually to compound
a, 1111 .-;anplex ones. It.tegration la sought both by relating the reading
material to the (4)111111011 arliVitieS Of the childr;Il and by introducing
Nvork-type reading in tlw otlit!- subj,cts tat a gradual basis. A similar
scheme of ,rgan..ati,ill is commtinly follitwed in the foreign languages.

In arithmetic. the deNelopn.,nt Of skills is usually facilitated through
in organization which begins N% ill' learning experiences involving addi-
tion and subtraction, then multiplication and division, then common
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fractions and dei.inial fri».lions. No explicit sclicine of organization for
concept development in arithmetic can be found in the current courses
of study. The content of arithmetic problems has char: zed greatly since
1900. Beginning about 1920, studies were made of the kinds of problems
commonly encountered by children and adults. Typically, arithine.....
courses now order the problem content in terms of frequency of ex2cur-
fence of the problt-ilis outside of school and in terms of the age level
at which this kind of problem is commonly encountered by children.

The typical high school curriculum in mathematics has changed little
in the past lift) years so far as organization is concerned. Tenth grade
geometry builds littl , if at all, upon algebra. AuYanced algebra and
.solid goltry in IIe able.WII grade have little sequential relationship
to tenth rape geoinetry,flffid trigonometry in the twelfth grade does
not provide a clear sequence for the eleventh grade work. The so-called
-modern mathematics program- which is now getting under way with
the spialsiirship of the mathematical organizations should provide a
much bette. organized curriculum for high school mathematics.

In organizing the so-called content fields, like the sciences and the
social studies, major attention has been giver: to the ordering of content
rather than behavior. .1.t the beginning of this century science was not
commiail taught. in the elementary school, while in the high school

aNt frequently offered in the tenth grade, physics in the
eleventh and chemistry in the twelfth. By 1920. general science was
'!'ered as the introductory seience course in more than one-fourth of
the high schools anal n( 1%1 it .1; taught in a. .ost all schools in the eighth
or ninth grade, with biology in the tenth and Fillysie: and chemistry.
N% !HT, offered, being placed in the eleventh or twelf th grades. Th,
content of general science is usually selected to relate to the scientific
phenomena most commially libserved by children. The content of
biolog) i 11,11:Illy ;lose» to (:\ plain the human body, the maintenalire
of health and the conservation of natural resources. The organizing
tam atisalt here is ti) begin with plieni)nolia which are common in the
student s cii%irotirnAlt and in which he is likely to he interested. The

science courses., physics and chemistry, deal with he more
abstract principles. which are thought. to be less common and more
difficult. I lie ..barlizatioti of these two courses has not gnbatly :hanged
ia the past lift) vears..Illese illustrations in hie ti. id of science indicate
the iittenti,ill 14. organizing the content dealt with iii the le,,rning
etperiences, but no similar elTort has been made II) the behavior,
that is, the skills and iibilitis to be developed.

Ttlis is also true fair the sea i .1 studies, The change.: taking place iu

their organization ha% e been changes in the ordering of content. The
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most ornumn sequence of content in thy social studies is to begin vitli
the community, then the state, then the nation. and finally ',he %%odd.
There is little evidence to indicate that this is sequential in terms of
difliculty in learning.

Thus far. vt have been reviewing the continuity and sequenve of
learning experiences in the content fields. 'file problem of integration.
that is. luny to relate learning experiences so as to aid the student iii
seeing the relations btv,Vibil VI/hat 11: is learning in une field xitli si,hat
he is learning in another. has been attacked most comumnly through
elianges in the .structure of the curriculum. In 1900. the eletnetitars
school curriculum %vas composed of ten or more specific subjerts
reading. riting. spelling. arithmetic, geography, histor!, nature stud..
li.gin, music. drming. Now. the typical course of study includes
reading and the languag. arts, arithmetic. science. line arts. health.
This reduction the number of subjects has been arcomplished 1)\
buildin..: a It closet\ related series of liarning expericures iii language.
in s\liich \sritiig ,, .1 spelling are involved; in social studies.

/leo. .i.:eography :old history are ititrrelatiA: and in the line arts.
s.11ere draing. and painting are brought together.

In H:s. .4.110)). 111. broad fields of mathematics. science.
-otHt foreign language and line arts have frequently replaced
t: -pecilic subjects, and in some eases the iire curriculum has been

pros ides a large striet lire for learning experiences
:11;11 IN 'f111):, 'it 11 WI -third to litil.-11;111 .,f the high school students
41;n, :".;/;11. 11). jiligl'i" strictures :..re usually plannn as courses adii.,
than ses end sett: -ate sub-courses, there is opport,init. for better in-
tegration. T.pi. all.. liorAes.,T. Cie only principle of integration chick

been cxple,ed t41 bring 'together the content. and skill; needed to
d :;I ith each :,f the student. -problems- Allich provide basic units of
(III' prineiph )e!i not alsa.: provide for the necessay

. ,.-i. for for all of the inure helpful relationship;
atao,_- the hti, :t h . re ite.,,Ived. lu malty cases, a particular problem

1 frtr, rtaiti fields in only a minor degree
111/I 11,1 svays III vIiielt these fields are

'I.
It fsi ,;ir aft r :din :: the (.r!,s of currie;:lim! theorists and cxamin-

;!; oors,-, eei 'lid'. If 1 In, ;OS' I Its ti! berm, A lit111' of
;'leaf I'm ,fPf. In this
I. peo, .1:atiges Ita,r I.", e I. , Tito l'An'f1.11.

.111,011 Hit. field (if :j1.
3P/G.,fil I:I interest and slitmiltite ,t Iheell,llt aolong slt,P.1

do have worked on the roust l'actie of core cu,Tienla suggest
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the great intellectual resources available under effective leadership to

attack fundamentally and systematically the problem of developing

a better organized curriculum.

Summary

This review of changes in the curriculum of the American schools

during the past fifty years has touched several high spots, but it has
not presented possible expl.nations for the kinds of changes noted. It
is probable that many of these developments can be understood in

terms of the tasks which the American' schools were facing at these
different periods and the ideas prevailing in the field of psychology
which school leaders found when they sought from scholars assistance

attacking critical school problems.
In the periocl prior to World War I, the elementary school was steadily

growing to include a larger per tent of the children of age 6 to 14. The
critical task was to teach the 3 R's to children of immigrant parents
and those from the working classes. This required a re-examination of

the psychology of reading and arithmetic. for the; usual background of

inters st in and experience with language and children's stories could

not be taken for granted. nor could early experiences with number
concepts in the home be assumed for all children. It is not surprising
that hi this period long lists of specific objectives for these subjects

were worked out and that special attent;on was given to children's
interests and al:ilities in devising learning experiences.

World NNiar I ushered in a fifteen-year period When the economy
developed rapidly and workers were in demand. No wonder that job
arialySeti arid other f % ,alts of analyses of social life were used to identify

more dernitely the deniands which the individual would 1w expected
!() TIV'ot and to use this source in setting objectives. From 1930 until
World War II, the greot depre-:si(m iteTeased rather than decreased

the number of youth in school 'weal's(' 1 .1 the limited opportunities for
employment. Rut. the same limitations in ;As made the analysis of
s(wial demands a less relevant source for educational objectives than

a study of youth themselves to find needs and potentialities that might
just:fy educational effort %%lien no great social demand was appaplit.
'Ili.; period also was a dill.:adt time for many secondary schools because

youth future and :Inv ,,o interest in deferrel educational vetoes.

In their eyes %%(11.1% to he justified irliniediatel,- in te1,1,. of
its interest and meaning to them. Hence. the devising ,1 learning, ,,x-
periences of immediate interest and relevance 141 4111141k ;Ind their
organization around student problems helped ti) rues t ttliS pressing

problem.
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Since World War II, the insatiable demand fur technically trained
iwople has focused attention on the opinions of subject experts as a
source of objectives and has given greater emphasis to knowledge and
skills. The current demand for highly copeknt professionals and
technicians has increased the interest of the schools in the education
of gifted children and in devising a better organized curriculum to reach
high levels of achievement. The shortage of teachers has furthered the
demand for technological devices that increase tile range of learning
experiences, such as television and the sound motion picture.

Throughout the fifty years, the schools have been pressed by con-
tinuing conditions which create critical problems that cannot be solved
without further curriculum developments. The first of these is the rapid
Change iu technoh,gical development and social life which requires a
continually increasing level of education on the part of our people. The
second is the increasing proportion of children and youth who ay.
to the schools for education. The third is the dislocation in other ocm-
rational institutions, the home, the church, the neighborhood iirh
rapid social change has engendered. The educational needs of today
;Ind the inirneit;:,te future are greater than ever before. American educa-
tion has done ::a amazing job in getting almost all children and youth
in school and providing schools fur this immense number. The schools
have been astoundingly giecessful in building (maid, c Oct the part
of the public in tl, -apabil;t.: of education in building our civilization.
The t,ane has ,-,re ,o recognize realistically the magnitude
of the job, to iUeir ,.iotaive, -chid' the sehools can best attain,
to encourage the it, and other institutions to undertake
the tasks app io devise learning experiences clearly
relevant to the prop, (A.ctivs and to work out au organiza-
ii., of the curriculum which aids the in attaining a high level

comp2tence. These steps :II li ahead of us.
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New Kinds of Students and
N-aw Ways of Testing Achievement

LOUIS NI. 11ACKEll
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I should prefer to talk largely of some of the impressive problems that
are to confront us in the immediate future rather dim; our shortcomings
in the past. I can view both from the vantage point I occupy as an edu-
cator, associated as I am with a somewhat unique institution. The School
of General Studies of Columbia University is an outgrowth of its Ex-
tension Division, whi: t: was estab::shed more than 50 years ago.Seeking
to reach adults with a program of broadly cultural and narrowly -vo;.a-
tional and technical subjectsand patterned after the Workers Educa-
tio Association and University extramural tutorial schemes of Great
Britain -up to less than 10 years ago, this supplement to formal edu-
cation at Columbia University reached a large audience in an urban
community. Given almost exclusively in the evening, its lect.7rers for
the larger part from the University's own stall', the program mainly
wa3 a lion-credit one, although a few hardy individuals by i,ersevering
through its miscellany of courses aadd put .together a coherent cur-
:eulurn to obtain a dgne.

In 1948. the School of General Studies was established to grant an
undergraduate degree but it did not surrender its association with its
particular s:=lent community, !bat is to say, adult mer. and women

who con :,: ;.riend formal studies only as part-thne students either

because I., ,y were frtav rtiplo,O or because they were housewives.
Those who Wene sc,,king rm. t riculation were required to take an aptitude
examinati f!neraily similar to that of the College Entrance Examina-
tion Iio;ue1. Those who had no high school diploma or its eluivalent,
following the aptitude examination, were permitted to matriculate---
without conditions or delicierwiesupon the successful completion of

a so-tai!d Validation Progrqn c,,asistirig of the following 5 subjects,
each for one semester: mat!, 'in6ti!s, history, English, a foreign language,

arid chemistry or physics ,,r ,gy, In order to protect the program.
non-credi? ouNeS Of as vipeati»Ial .:1'e dropped and every course
offered had to be under the .!,,soiee,i of a department ,,r toiversity.

To ern:own:4e these students many of sh rtm remove of from: classroom
experiences arid therefore formai harmin=g ;or as ro,oly as 20 years or
more, the status of non -me trieulatd student was rrc'ttccf. lay person

9 a
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with a high school diploma or its equivalent could take up to 9 1.oints
a semester without the Aptitude Test ; in short, adults seeking a serious
education were permitted to test their capcities in the classroom. If
the courses for which they were enrolled were elementary ones, they
could register V. it ilthlt further ado; if they were advanced, prerequisites
had to be satisfied or the instructor convinced of their ability to go ahead
on the basis of training in or out of the classroom.

This was a bold step. and to it It'acult y of General Studies con-
tinues committed. ft is based on (Lc assumption that older persons
should somewhere have the right- in the classroom itselfto find out
whether they can train their minds for formal learning. It also is pre-
pared to recognize that such people frequently are timid about exposing
themselves immediately- to entrance examinations or embarking upon
an orderly prcgram of studies of the kind we find in the characteristic
first-year ...die:le t.t.:rarri. that is. English, history. mathematics. a

foreign language. a laboratory science. We have found that many older
persons would to try first the subjects they are already familiar
with as a result of reading, or other experiences; in consequence, they
are likely to concentrate in literature or history or mathematics or a
iOreign language. .Ns non-matriculated students they earl do so, so that
confidne, is built up, exposure to chi,. room procedures takes place, and
(ipportunitis for counselling -by leilellers or adviserspresent them-
selves. .\ st.alent can continue under this non-matriculated status for as
many as (to points; a few of themolder women in particularwait

long before formally waering for degree candidacy. Hundreds of
such people each year are skeAly led from non-matriculated to matricu-
lated status. In fact. the 15011 matriculated students in the School
enrolled this winter s,a,ster. almost 50 percent started their educations

the School itself as non-matriculated students.
Increasingly, therefore. the School's 5.190 non-matriculated students

are the source from which its matriculated students are obtained. 1!
should no l,e a..inn,q1 that all of these have had no previous collegiate
experience. \t least 20 per cent are already undergraduate degree
holders. taking courses or programs to complete their preparations fur
graduate study or because they wish to make up subjects for entrance
to pea fg.I allal rilimd.:. Some are +al probation eause of previouA
failare or a adornic suspension. Bill the -casual- student, just taking
.1 coot. proc of di.,appearing. The non-matriculaied student
in th 11:14 .!!l .. a pre-matriculant looking forward ultimately

.t ilar degree program.
Tilt re are risks. naturally., in these procedures: for non-matriculated

. .'rieulated st of. ,ire not segregated in the classrooms mirl

7
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%%ill' such a heterogeneous student bodythere is the danger of lowering
standards. These Can be protected only by the most rigorous classroom
controls: small classes. frequent examinations, highly competent in-
struction. Those who, it is perceived within the first few weeks, simply
cannot make the grade are requested to drop out with full tuition
refunds: ose \\ ho fail are denied r-registration. Matriculated students
are closely tested at the end of their degree programs, for each student
must take a major and that cannot be completed Or graduation achieved
without a departmental comprehensive examination which is written
or oral or both,

have said that the school's Faculty is opposed to the general use
of preliminar\ earilitiaton for course admission--in fact, only in one
subject is a plat' uli.ot test 07111,10,,d arid that is for elementary English
composition. Thi; witt:r. some 100 persons took this test and about
10 per cent failed it. eiese latter Were put in English cAt, a remedial
course ill composition. or English el. a remedial course in reading habits
and study skills. [vie English e \I keeps the door open: for those re-

ceiving a gra,. of or better obtain credit and are exempt from
English AI.

The School's [acuity is persuaded ill its course as a result of its
Nof oril are larger and larger numbers of persons success-

fully coniplf.tirig courses of Ihelr oNil selec:ion sometimes over OS
urluy as or vars mid then becoming matriculated. In addition. as
many as 01 to TI) per cent of the graduates each year enter at WIC('
n1111111' Stildirs ill pridession.11 and graduate schools. Here, before ad-
mission, most of tty.ni are fort:roll) tested by admitting 1,11ires:and their
entrance and subsequent sneress.es support the conviction that the
School's educational! standards ha\ e not been lowered or harmed by
its open-door admissions polie.

This clue s not impl Ow SI.111,iii is 1114 constantly. seeking objective
and comparative measurements of performance. Columbia I niversity
has two other undergraduate institutions Columbia (:ollge for boys
;old rartiard for girls. it the School Of Gtrieral Studies.

the major isstertl. Ilecentl. 1 in% lb.(' the deans of' the other tit()
.,hoots t r()Itlpfl11111SiVi

';11'11 ;i tH;ti.,r for the tiling --mid graduation
the three student tinder similar auspices. I was prompted to

do so as a result of experiences with the I kford (Iolleges.
Thre are at I )\fiird I 1,1% ersit sofill' 20-odd midi" .;radtitite colleges.

1.I. %%1111'11 its liV II admissions policy and instruction.
But each student ;mist enroll 'lit an Honors School --the equivalent of
(Air major And ;+ the end r'i'les of examinations set nit by his
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own instructors but by the Faculty in which he is enrolled. Graduation
depends upon the successful completion of these examinations; con-
sideration is given to no other factors.

I ani saying, in consequence, that as far as older students at any rate
are concerned, one of the significant ways of measuring achievement
has very little to do with the customary testing devices. Sympathy for
the problems of such s .erlents as they embark uponor resume after
long periods of discontinuitythe formal processes of learning; a willing-
III'S:4 to disregard, from time to time, initial test scores; the refusal to
insist upon adherent,. to a rigorous pattern of sequential studiesthese
attitudes have led the ultimate salvaging of what turn out to be very
good and not infrequntl excellent minds. For. in the School of General
Studies, we have seen thousands of men and womenwho never had
the chance earlier to begin a collegiate education or who failed somewhere
else; I-111111y WI10111 begin with us falteringlynot only graduate well
but go ahead in professional and graduate schools to careers of great
usefulness. These attitudes on our part have added a new resource to
the trained WWII, rifer of the nation. Particularly in the case of women,
who with early marriage and early families cannot continue education
after high school or the first two years of college, there is made possible
training for a career at agy 35 or later. When I remind you that the
drop-out rate for womens colleges runs between 2.3 and 50 per cent,
and that the. life expectancy of women at 33 years is more than 10 years,
then the need and possibility of resuming their edueationgivn the
proper auspices is one of the important challenges confronting IN.

11

ROI Irt 11,4 turn to the immediate future. There is 110 need to repeat
to this audience !he character of the educational problem that will
confront the rnited States within the next decade. Not only has our
birth rate doubled since 1910, and thus automatically doubled the age
cohort from which our undergraduate college body is drawn. The efforts
to move into college that significant group of high-score high school
scaiors who for one reason or another currently are not attending; the
steadily mounting real family income, making it pt,;sible to fir met

privately the college education of more than one child in the family:
t he grIM itig interest of companies and e ell trade unions in the establish-
ment of scholarships- these inevitably are to have large effects on the

,1 our college population. skl a minimum there will be a doubling.
at a Ma X111111111 at least a tripling, within th,. next 13 years of the
residential full-time y.tudcat body.
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If to these, we add the part-time older students taking formal studies
and many of whom will also be degree candidates, then the problem
takes on staggering proportions.

Public authoritymunicipalities, the States --under constant pres-
sures, will seek to discharge their obligations in the easiest and cheapest
ways, and that is through the creation of large numbers of local institu-
tions offering two-year programs. The pattern already is a familizo; ono_
In part supported by the local conneirtit:f-, in part by the state, these
community colleges or institutes of the .rrts and applied sciences or
junior colleges, are ()Grim both terminal and lower-college programs.
The terminal programs arc vocational and end there. The lower-college
progrzuns are in the liberal arts and ace also pre-professional, e.g.,
electrical engineering and mechanical engineering.

Two problems will emerge as a result of their establishment on a
general scale. Because they are being locally supported, it will be dif-
lic,;It to resist the demand that entrance be general and not restrictive
on the basis of admission tests. (These have been the experiences of
the state universities, as we know.) Even if an effort is made to restrict
entrance in the purely academie division, students will be able to enroll
in the vocational division and seek transfer later, on the basis of good
performance (as they will have every right to do).

In the second place, what to do with those students who, having
completed a two-year academic or pre-engineering proram, have the
desire and the capacit y to go ahead for, at first, an 1.13. or a 13.S. degree
and later, for graduate or professional studies? Current experiences
with these two-year programs already indicate that at least 23 per cent
and perhaps it; many as 50 per cent of such students want to and have
the capacity to continue their education.

ltm to test the achievement of ,tridents in these two-year programs
in order to make possible inunediate full-time continuation, part-time
continuation (for those who will go to work), or deferred continuation
at a later d rte the so-called "delayed transfers'" as we refer to them
in the Schur ,1 ( ;curial Studies)?

Let net, look .gain at the older. part-time students in the School of
I ;client! Studies. \laity of .:ave lost a good deal of time as a result
of discontinuity in Murat.. :o- called "delayed starters.' and the
so-called -delic. -(1 transfers, constitute 66 per cent of the matricu-
lated students. ha'. tt a median age of 30 years. They arc, 0.1 an average,
13 years behind in the completion of their education.) Every effort is
made, as a result, to erwourage acceleration: by professional option, by
(linable summer sessions, by heavy programs (if they are full-time), and
by credit by examin:.:ion. (This last, approving 30 credits by examina-
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Lion in elementary subjects. has been adopted by the Faculty but as
yet has not been accepted by the University.) With so much time lost
and with so large a proportion of these older students heading toward
advanced studies, acceleretion is desirable and, in fact, necessary.

I am, in consequence, joining the problem of the older, part-time
:111(11'10 and 111;11 of the accreditation of the student from the two-year
community college who immediately, on a part-time basis. or subse-
quently, will seek continuation of his education.

For these I propose the establishment, for the fir t time in America,
of a group of universitiesregionally locatedwhih will take oll the
original function of the university as an examininv. body. I do not .,etul
that these universities should be separated frog teaching function
:aud the residential students. I our suggesting th,,, they add to their
customary. activities the examination ofand therefore the granting of
degrees to --students who are taking the academic and pre-professional
sides of the two-year community-college programs and the older stu-
dents. largely seeking acceleration. who want college degrees.

My pro tyln. obviously. is London University. Initially, when it
was founded more than 100 yours ago, it was wholly an c%amining body

and all its students1 were so-called "external.' students. With this pattern
excluding ( ford and (:ambridge, naturally), England found it possbile
to establish its large network of 'ink ,sity con' s through the count y.

This w as the origin ()Hilo Bedbriek I ni,,(..ils.rfs!i:i):::relot.711,11tyir.isitelusi:i.w.(1.1;:itii,.tgeit:

at. Birmingham. Leeds, Nottingham. or
admitted its own student; and gave them instruction. But the degree

was that of London 1 niversity. for the examinations were drawn up
and graded by the professors and senior lecturers If Lomita'.

Within recent \ ears, all but one of these university colleges have
obtained charters and hcen set up as independent universities. At the

sane time, within recent years. London has been taking its own resi-
dential or -internal" :students.

Rut London continues is an examining university for -i-ternal-
stitdrots. notably in these three groups:

1. Stdents who cannot establish residence. either berausc they are
part-time or becaUtiC tle /he elsewhere, .k student sill Can Obtain a
degree- undergraduate, graduate, or professional-simply by standing
for the exiuninations offered by London University. No formal at-
tndance, anywhere. is required.

2. Students who attend university collge in the crown colonies. A
group of such colleges -in Africa, I he \VP-; fnelies INN been set up:

Into the earlier English university colleges. t ncy ari residential. But the
degree is that of London I niversily.
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3. Student.; attending the polytechnical schools of Greater London
and elsewhere. These have been e;tablished by local authorities and
are financed by these and not nvti.,pany. through tire University Grants
Committee. They have their own ilt.nis:sions policies and instruction
programs. They started out, like our o.,,cn institutes of arts and applied
sciences. to give vocational programs; increasingly they are offering
academic and pre-professional and engineering curriculums. Their de-
grees. homf7ver, are London I .niversity degrees. for the final examination
of the students is the ork of the London Faculties.

These -external- students of London rniversit y may take instruction
from London through correspaidence courses, whose papers ar care-
fully read and graded. Rut not for degree purposes; here, again, as at the
xford and Cambridge colleges, instruction is really coachite.- for 1

final examinations, which are the only bases for degree gritting.
If. then. a group of Anwrivan universities luc;ated in .1i. u.trul

C01111111111411's, take on the -external- dgrce examinati,,e. , tiun, III
addition to the education of residential students flier: the
developloht of London I .111VITSli 1 shall be in a 1s regu-
larly.- and w holly accredit. the work of older part-lime stir Ad that
of those in the two-yea schools on the acadervit.
sides.

For the older students. residence, formal curriculums grade, he. each
course, a minimum of 121 credits for graduation in' 1,,. ; need be 11.-
quired. A student may attend or not and if he at tc,..
student, it will be for coaching purposes only.. ttee.', for -internal-
students of course, till r(nitillifV; and thOSI! 110 Vlr:!: a formal resid4itial
program should have the opportunity of doing so.

Other coaching, aids, for t110 "1.!Nit'11111.. students indeed for the corn-
munity at large might also be included. I refer to correspondenve
coarse~ and to courses through television: these, of course, should be
wholly formal. instead of broadly cultural (as under the old l :,Itension
movement), and should riot carry credit.

For the two-yea community colleges and their students. the ad-
vantages would be immense. The very difficult problem of aceredita-

bound to plague these institutions as soon as the question of
110141.r arises- -w, de (ti sposed of. Local control over admissions and
instruction can he maintained at the same lime that standards ill be
supported and degrees made meaningful, for employmnt or transfer
to higher institutions.

This is a nest kind of lestilcg, obviously, but necessity and the ap-
pearance of new challenges force its consideration. I do not nit to
press the -novelty- of the proposal too far, of course. for cer'tiii ation
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